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Abstract 

urrently, there are several organizations that are migrating their business models from a vision of 

selling products to a vision of service delivery. To support this change, organizations have 

invested heavily in the growth and development of their Information Technology infrastructure 

and their customers have become more demanding with respect to the services they consume. Thus, 

it became important to increase and ensure the quality of services provided to customers. 

However, these services are affected by gaps that decrease their quality level and, consequently, 

reduce the customers’ satisfaction regarding these services. One of the gaps that decrease service 

quality is the difference between customers’ expectations of a service and the providers’ perception of 

those expectations.  

To solve that gap, we propose a service quality approach based on the Enterprise Ontology (EO) and 

its methodology Design & Engineering Methodology for Organizations (DEMO). This dissertation 

presents a proposal of DEMO-based Service Level Agreement (SLA) to model the expectations of 

customers. We propose an SLA definition using concepts from EO which is the theory that underlies 

DEMO and an SLA structure consisting of four areas of concern and 17 attributes in order to specify 

the customers’ expectations.  

The research methodology used to conduct this dissertation was the Design Science Research 

Methodology (DSRM) and the evaluation of our proposal was performed in a city council, a primary 

healthcare center and a cloud services provider. To evaluate the results of these experiments, we 

used the Moody & Shanks Framework, the customers’ and the service providers’ feedback and 

personal interviews with specialists in the service management. We conclude that our proposal of 

DEMO-based SLA can model customers’ expectations and thus contribute to a better perception of 

those expectations in order to close one of the gaps that affect service quality. 

Keywords: Enterprise Ontology, DEMO, Services, Service Quality, Service Level Agreement, DSRM 
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Resumo 

ctualmente, existem diversas organizações que estão a migrar os seus modelos de negócio de 

uma visão de venda de produtos para uma visão de prestação de serviços. Para suportar esta 

mudança, as organizações têm investido fortemente no crescimento e desenvolvimento na sua 

infraestrutura de Tecnologias de Informação e os seus clientes têm se tornado cada vez mais 

exigentes no que diz respeito aos serviços que consomem. Por isso, tornou-se importante aumentar e 

garantir a qualidade de serviços fornecidos aos clientes. 

Contudo, estes serviços são afectados por lacunas que diminuem o seu nível de qualidade e, 

consequentemenete, reduzem a satisfação dos clientes em relação a esses serviços. Uma das 

lacunas que diminui a qualidade de serviços é a diferença entre as expectativas dos clientes de um 

serviço e a perpeção dessas expectativas por parte do fornecedor do serviço. 

Para resolver essa lacuna, nós propomos uma abordagem à qualidade de serviço baseada na 

Ontologia Organizacional e na metodologia Design & Engineering Methodology for Organizations 

(DEMO). Esta dissertação apresenta uma proposta de Service Level Agreement (SLA) baseada no 

DEMO para modelar as expectativas dos clientes. Nós propomos uma definição de SLA utilizando 

conceitos da Ontologia Organizacional que é a teoria que fundamenta o DEMO e uma estrutura de 

SLA constituída por quatro áreas e 17 atributos de maneira a especificar as expectativas dos clientes.  

A metodologia de investigação utilizada na condução desta dissertação foi o Design Science 

Research Methodology (DSRM) e a avaliação da nossa proposta foi realizada numa câmara 

municipal, num centro principal de saúde e num fornecedor de serviços em nuvem. Para avaliar os 

resultados dessas experiência, nós utilizámos a Moody & Shanks Framework, o feedback dos clientes 

e dos fornecedores do serviço sobre a aplicação da nossa proposta e entrevistas pessoais a 

especialista na gestão de serviços. Nós concluimos que a nossa proposta de SLA baseada no DEMO 

pode modelar as expectativas dos clientes e portanto contribui para uma melhor percepção dessas 

expectativas de modo a reduzir uma das lacunas que afecta a qualidade de serviços. 

Palavras-chave: Ontologia Organizacional, DEMO, Serviço, Acordo de Nível de Serviço, DSRM 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

ver the last decade there has been an exponential increase in the importance of the service 

sector in industrialized economies (Cali, Ellis, & Velde, 2008). Currently, the process of 

developing countries economy corresponds directly with the growing role of services. In 

addition, to increase the share of services in various areas such as finance, health and education, 

employees are changing from the manufacturing sector to the service sector, being the sector to have 

more than half of all employment in many countries. Many of those countries are beginning to 

specialize in providing certain services and are channeling large amounts of human resources in 

providing such services, such as call centers and back-office functions. Note that the current list of 

Fortune 500 companies contains more service companies and fewer manufacture than in previous 

decades (Vandermerwe & Rada, 1988). 

Due to this growth, it became important to increase and ensure the quality of services provided to 

clients (Vandermerwe & Rada, 1988). On top of that, quality can result in competitive advantages for 

organizations (Porter, 1980). Currently, the services providers rely on methodologies and frameworks 

to implement IT Service Management (ITSM), being Information Technology Infrastructure Library 

(ITIL) the more adopted by most organizations (Hochstein, Zarkekow, & Brenner, 2005). The goal of 

organizations is to increase the efficiency and the effectiveness of services through the improvement 

of quality and the reduction of costs. If an organization achieves this goal, could result in increased 

satisfaction among customers and, consequently, an increase in its business (Akbar & Parvez, 2009). 

The biggest problem with these solutions, such as ITIL and Capability Maturity Model Integration for 

Services (CMMI-SVC) in supporting these organizations is the lack of strong conceptual foundation.  

This leads to a lack of strong conceptual foundation in the organizations who have been leading the 

charge (Chesbrough & Spohrer, 2006). This lack contributes to the gaps (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & 

Berry, 1985) that reduce the quality of services provided to customers. This reduction in service quality 

O 
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decreases the chance of providing service that the customer wants and therefore decreases the 

alignment between the customer’s desires and the provided service. 

1.1 Research Contributions 

This document proposes a definition of Service Level Agreement (SLA) based on Enterprise Ontology 

(EO) (Dietz J. , 2006a) and a SLA structure and attributes. DEMO (Design & Engineering Methodology 

for Organizations) is a methodology for modeling, (re)designing and (re)engineering organizations and 

networks of organizations (Dietz J. , 2006a). The theory that underlies this methodology is called 

Enterprise Ontology (EO) that by itself is based on the speech act theory. 

We chose the Enterprise Ontology as basis of our proposal due to its strong theoretical foundation and 

high scientific acceptance. Besides, this theory can help us to expand the expressiveness of the 

service descriptions and, consequently, allow a better alignment between expectations and 

perceptions. 

The main contributions of this dissertation are: 

 Definition of Service Level Agreement using terms of EO; 

 Structure and attributes of the SLA using DEMO models in order to model customers’ 

expectations. 

We reached this proposal by doing a deep literature review in the service level management area and 

then by evaluating this proposal in several organizations (Mendes C. , Almeida, Salvador, & Mira da 

Silva, 2012). Additionally, we validated the proposal with seven recognized practitioners involved in 

SLAs specification. After these evaluations, we concluded that our proposal based on DEMO can be 

used in the real world because our proposal showed to be useful and flexible to all the people who 

have used our solution. 

In this dissertation, we only focus on the gap 1 (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1985) that concerns 

with the misalignment between customers’ expectations about a service and the perceptions of 

those expectations by the service provider. The gap 2, gap 3 and gap 4 are explicitly out of scope 

while a decreasing of gap 1 we can say that there is a decrease also of gap 5 because gap 5 is the 

sum of the other four gaps.  

1.2 Research Approach 

In this section we present the research methodology used in our work and the strategies that can be 

used to evaluate the artifacts that result from the research methodology. 
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1.2.1 Research Methodology 

The research methodology we used is called Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM). First of 

all, a methodology corresponds to a system of principles, practices and procedures applied to a given 

branch of knowledge (Hevner, March, Park, & Ram, 2004). The methodology that we apply in the 

context of Information Systems, aims to create and evaluate IT artifacts in order to solve relevant 

organizational problems. These artifacts resulting from the output of DSR can be constructs, models, 

methods and instantiations (March & Smith, 1995). 

Constructs provide the language in which problems and solutions are defined and communicated (e.g. 

vocabulary and symbols); models use constructs to represent a real-world situation – the design 

problems and its solution space (e.g. abstractions and representations); methods provide guidance on 

how to solve problems (e.g. algorithms and practices); instantiations show that constructs, models or 

methods can be implemented in a working system (e.g. implemented and prototype system). These 

are concrete prescriptions that researchers enable IT to understand and address the problems 

inherent in developing and implementing successfully information systems within organizations. 

Most recently, (Peffers, Tuunanen, Rothenberger, & Chatterjee, 2006) proposed a process, illustrated 

in Figure 1, which includes rigorous methods in the construction and evaluation of artifacts.  

 

Figure 1 - Research Design Science Process (Peffers & al., 2006) 

This process is iterative and is divided into six different steps which are explained below. We also 

identified the sections of this document that corresponds to each of the different steps of this process: 

1. Problem Identification and Motivation: define the specific research problem and justify the 

value of the solution. Identified problems do not necessarily translate into objectives for the 

artifact because the process of design is necessarily one of partial and incremental solutions 

(Chap. 1, 2 and 3); 
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2. Definition of the Objectives for a Solution: infer the objectives of a solution from the problem 

definition and knowledge of what is possible and feasible. The objectives should be inferred 

rationally from the problem specification and can be quantitative or qualitative (Chap. 1 and 2);                                                                                                      

3. Design and Development: create the artifact. This artifact can be any designed object in which 

a research contribution is embedded in the design. To create the actual artifact, we need to 

determine the artifact desired functionality and its architecture (Chap. 4 and 5); 

4. Demonstration: shows the use of the artifact to solve one or more instances of the problem. 

This could involve its use in experimentation, simulation, case study, proof or other 

appropriate activity (Chap. 6);  

5. Evaluation: observe and measure how well the artifact supports a solution to the problem. This 

activity involves comparing the objectives of a solution to actual observed results from use of 

the artifact in the demonstration. Depending on the nature of the problem venue and the 

artifact, evaluation could take many forms. It could use comparison between the features of 

the artifact with the previous objectives, budgets or simulations, or might include any empirical 

appropriate evidence or logical proof (Chap. 7 and 8);  

6. Communication: communicate the problem and its importance, the artifact, its utility and 

novelty, the rigor of its design, and its effectiveness to researchers and other relevant 

audiences (Chap. 8). 

This process is structured in a nominally sequential order; however there are any expectations that 

researchers would always proceed in that order. As can be seen in the Figure 1, there are several 

solutions: problem-centered approach, objective-centered solution, design and development-centered 

approach, and client/context initiated solution (Peffers, Tuunanen, Rothenberger, & Chatterjee, 2006).  

A problem-centered approach is the basis of the nominal sequence used in researches resulted from 

observation of the problem; an objective-centered solution could be triggered by research need that 

can be addressed by developing an artifact; a design and development-centered approach result from 

the existence of an artifact that has not yet been formally thought through as a solution for an explicit 

problem; and a client/context initiated solution may be based on observing a practical solution that 

worked (Peffers, Tuunanen, Rothenberger, & Chatterjee, 2006). These solutions only differ from the 

starting point of the process and the trigger that influenced this beginning. 

1.2.2 Strategies for Design Science Research Evaluation 

The fifth step of the process of Desgin Science Research (Evaluation) is considered a crucial step to 

demonstrate the utility, quality and efficacy of a design artifact using rigorous evaluation methods 

(Hevner, March, Park, & Ram, 2004). According to (March & Smith, 1995), evaluation regards the 

development of criteria and the assessment of the artifact performance in comparison to the criteria. In 

addition to determining whether or not the artifact works, evaluation also has the responsibility to 

determine how and why it works. In (Hevner, March, Park, & Ram, 2004), they summarize five types 
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of evaluation methods: observational, analytical, experimental, testing and descriptive. However, they 

do not provide much guidance in choosing among evaluation methods.  

Later, Pries-Heje & al. proposed a framework for design science research evaluation which aimed to 

help science researchers to build strategies for evaluating their outcomes in order to increase the 

accuracy of the DSR (Pries-Heje, Baskerville, & Venable, 2004). This Strategic DSR evaluation 

framework, illustrated in Figure 2, distinguishes the strategies in three aspects: ex ante and ex post, 

naturalistic and artificial, design and process. 

 

Figure 2 - Strategic DSR evaluation framework (Pries-Heje & al., 2004) 

First, the distinction between ex ante and ex post evaluation is used to identify when that evaluation is 

performed. In case of an ex ante evaluation take place before the artifact construction and ex post 

evaluations take place after the artifact is constructed. Second, the distinction between artificial and 

naturalistic evaluation is used to define how the evaluation is performed. The artificial evaluation is 

performed in an artificial scenario like laboratory experiments, simulations and case studies, while a 

naturalistic evaluation involves real users using real systems to solve real problems (Venable, 2006).  

The artificial evaluation has the advantage of being more controllable and with lower costs while the 

naturalistic is more realistic. On the other hand, the artificial evaluation could not being able to apply in 

a real life and the naturalistic evaluation may become complicated due to use many variables of the 

real life. Finally, the research design may regard the product as the artifact or a process as the artifact. 

A product is the result of a particular process and can be considered tangible. On the other hand 

process can be defined as the set of activities, tools, methods, and practices that can be used to guide 

the flow of production.  

Briefly, the framework can be formulated through the following questions: 

 When evaluation takes place? 

 What is actually evaluated? 

 How it is evaluated? 

Answering the first question, we may choose the ex ante, ex post or both. On the second question, we 

specify whether it is an artifact design process or a product design. Finally, the answer to how will be 
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conduct this evaluation will be defined whether it will be a real setting with real users (naturalistic) or 

will be based on laboratory experiments (Pries-Heje, Baskerville, & Venable, 2004). 

1.3 Thesis Structure 

This dissertation is divided in eight chapters, where each chapter fits in a phase of DSRM. There are 

several chapters that belong to the same step of the Design Science, as illustrated in Table 1. 

Table 1 - Thesis Structure 

DSRM Phase Chapter 

Problem Identification and Motivation 

Definition of the Objectives for a Solution 

Introduction 

Problem Identification and Motivation 

Definition of the Objectives for a Solution 

Problem Statement 

Problem Identification Related Work 

Design and Development Theoretical Foundation 

Design and Development Proposal 

Demonstration Demonstrations 

Evaluation Evaluation 

Evaluation 

Communication 

 

Conclusion 

In this Chapter we presented a brief introduction of the general context related to this thesis, clearly 

indicating the contributions sought for this research and the methodology used to conduct this work 

(DSRM). In Chapter 2 we introduce the problem of this thesis and the related research questions that 

we address. Later, in Chapter 3 we provide a short overview on the various definitions of Service and 

Service Quality, and we present some of the solutions used to solve the problem. Next, we introduce 

the theoretical background of this research, the Enterprise Ontology and the Generic Service 

Specification Framework (Chapter 4). In Chapter 5 we present our proposal with our SLA Definition 

and the structure and attributes of our proposal.  
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In Chapter 6 we present experiments where we applied our proposal, followed in Chapter 7 by an 

evaluation of these results. Finally, in Chapter 8 we describe the lessons learned from these 

experiences and we show our conclusions. 
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Chapter 2 

Problem Statement 

he services industry is a wide range that includes all services ranging from health, education, 

transportation and communication services to legal, financial, business and IT services. In all of 

these services, the feature that evaluates whether a service is good or not is their quality 

(Kieninger, Westernhagen, & Stazger, 2011).  

In this research, we will focus on the gaps (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1985) that influence the 

quality of services and represent the main causes of reduced quality of services. This model of the five 

gaps states that the difference between the perception of service quality and expected quality (Gap 5) 

is caused by the four other gaps (Figure 3): 

 Gap 1 - The expected service as perceived by the service provider differs from what is 

expected by the customer. The gap is caused by inadequate market research orientation, lack 

of upward communication and insufficient relationship focus; 

 Gap 2 - The service specification as used by the service provider differs from the expected 

service as perceived by the service provider due to the absence of customer driven standards, 

inadequate leadership and poor service design; 

 Gap 3 - The actual service delivery differs from the specified services by deficiencies of 

human resource policies, failure to match supply and demand, and customers not fulfilling 

roles; 

 Gap 4 - Communication about the service does not match the actual service delivery due to 

the ineffective management of customer expectations and inadequate horizontal 

communications; 

T 
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Figure 3 - The gaps model of Service Quality, based on (Parasuraman & al., 1985)  

Although the situation to achieve maximum utopian quality of service would have to close all of these 

gaps, this research is only intended to reduce the gap 1, as evidenced in Figure 3. We will try to 

close the difference between customers’ expectations about a service and the perception of those 

expectations by the service provider. This misalignment is caused by several factors, among them 

inadequate market research, lack of communication between contact employees and management, 

and insufficient relationship focus. 

2.1 Research Questions 

The problem mentioned earlier will be the main focus of this work and can be described by this 

research question.  

Q1: Can DEMO be used to specify SLAs in order to model customer’s expectations? 

The answer to this question is like trying to put the customer’s expectations on paper, in order to be 

properly understood by all entities involved in the process. This research question can be divided in 

two parts: 

 Q1.1 - How can the Enterprise Ontology be used to define the concept of Service Level 

Agreement (SLA)? 

 Q1.2 - Which are the attributes that compose the SLAs? 

The question Q1.1 tries to find a notion of Service Level Agreement (SLA) based on the concepts 

defined in Enterprise Ontology while the question Q1.2 attempts to define the attributes that can be 

used in this SLA to represent customer’s expectations. By applying the proposal in several 

experiments, we will come to the conclusion if an SLA specified in DEMO may or may not model 

customers’ expectations. 
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2.2 Summary 

During the last years several studies have emphasized the relationship between service quality and 

customer satisfaction, all coming to the conclusion that the increase in service quality has a positive 

effect on customer satisfaction. Since customer satisfaction corresponds to the result of evaluating the 

service in terms of whether that service has met their needs and expectations, the issue of quality is 

central to solving this problem. One of the more challenging aspects of quality service is to provide for 

the uniqueness of each situation and of each customer. For that, the organization needs to remember 

to treat customers like people and not numbers. 
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Chapter 3 

Related Work 

n this chapter we present the main previous work in this area. We begin by presenting the evolution 

of the notion of Service and some overview on the definition of Service Quality and how it was 

measured in recent decades. Following, we present two solutions to specify the quality of these 

services: Service Level Management (SLM) and Web Services based solutions. In each of these 

approaches is made a brief description but our main focus is to realize a critical analysis of each one 

in relation to our problem. 

3.1 Service Definition 

Nowadays, a service is “a change in the condition of a person, or a good belonging to some economic 

entity, brought about as the result of the activity of some other economic entity, with the approval of 

the first person or economic entity” (Hill, 1977). It is common sense to say that a service is a set of one 

time consumable and perishable benefits that is delivered from the service provider to a service 

costumer (Zeithmal, Parasuraman, & Berry, 1985).  

In most studies in this field, the definition of service is associated with the following characteristics 

(Bitner, Fisk, & Brown, 1993): 

 Intangibility - services cannot be touched, stored or reused. Furthermore, a service cannot 

be resold or owned by somebody, neither can it be turned over from service provider to the 

service consumer nor returned from the service consumer to the service provider; 

 Perishability -  service relevant resources, processes and systems are assigned for service 

delivery during a definite period in time, i.e., services are time dependent; 

 Inseparability - service provider is indispensable for service delivery as he must promptly 

generate and render the service to the requesting service customer. Additionally, the service 

I 
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consumer is inseparable from service because he is involved in it from requesting it up to 

consuming the rendered benefits; 

 Heterogeneity - each service is unique, i.e., services are all different in many variables such 

as time and location, for example. This feature introduces an element of differentiation 

between the services and is considered an opportunity to provide levels of flexibility and 

customization of them. 

According to (International Organization for Standardization, 2000), a service is “the result of at least 

one activity necessarily performed at the interface between supplier and customer, and is generally 

intangible”. 

According to the definition to ITIL, a service is “a means of delivering value to customers by facilitating 

outcomes customers want to achieve without the ownership of specific costs or risks” (Bon, 2007). 

Although this is one of the most used methodologies and therefore this is the definition more put into 

practice, it fails to identify all the service features, components and relations with the organization 

assets. 

Another definition of service that we consider is introduced in the CMMI. Contrary to what is claimed in 

(Bitner, Fisk, & Brown, 1993), CMMI considers that the service is “a special product that embodies the 

characteristics of intangible and non-storable, simultaneously produced and consumed, which may be 

delivered through combinations of manual and automated processes” (Forrester, Buteau, & Shrum, 

2009). 

In (Ferrario, Guarino, & Fernández-Barrera, 2011) the authors propose an Ontological Foundation for 

Services Science and state that services are complex temporal entities (events) based on the central 

notion of commitment. They use the following service definition: a service is present at a time t and 

location l if, at time t, an agent is explicitly committed to guarantee the execution of some type of 

action at location l, on the occurrence of a certain triggering event, in the interest of another agent and 

upon prior agreement, in a certain way. 

3.1.1 Service Definition Chosen 

In (Albani, Terlouw, & Hardjosumarto, 2009), the service is defined based on the similarity with the 

pattern of the transaction proposed in the Dietz’s Enterprise Ontology (Dietz J. , 2006a). The concept 

introduced focuses mainly on the part of the executor of the transaction and not on the part of the 

initiator (Figure 4). Therefore, a service is defined as a part of the transaction and not the transaction 

as a whole: A service is a universal pattern of coordination and production acts, performed by the 

executor of a transaction for the benefit of its initiator, in the order as stated in the standard of a 

transaction. When implemented it has the ability to get to know the coordination facts produced by the 

initiator and to make available to the initiator the coordination facts produced by itself (Albani, Terlouw, 

& Hardjosumarto, 2009).  
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Figure 4 - Definition of Service using the Basic Transaction Pattern, based on (Albani & al., 2009) 

In this definition, it is expressly stated that the services can be performed by human actors or IT 

systems, only differ in the way they are implemented. While human services are implemented by 

human beings, the IT services are implemented by IT systems. Within these two categories of 

services, we can distinguish between communication acts and production acts. According to the 

Organization Theorem (Dietz J. , 2006a), we can differentiate services based on three levels: 

datalogical, infological and ontological. Consequently, and according to the definition given above, 

there are six types of services: datalogical-, infological- and ontological-human services and 

datalogical-, infological- and ontological IT services. 

This last definition of service that is based on the Enterprise Ontology will be used throughout this 

thesis when setting Service Level Agreements, as well as its structure and attributes that constitute it 

(chapter 5). This definition was used as the basis in creating the Generic Service Specification 

Framework (Terlouw & Albani, 2011) that will be introduced in Section 4.2 

We use this definition in this thesis, because this definition is the only one that, as our research, uses 

DEMO as a conceptual foundation.  

3.2 Service Quality 

The formal beginning of the study of Service Quality was in the mid 80’s when Grönroos introduced 

the technical-functional service quality framework. He argued that the quality of services could be 

divided into two broad dimensions: technical quality that indicates what is provided and functional 

quality that shows how the service is provided. The quality was then measured as the impact of these 

two dimensions. At the end of 80’s, the same Grönroos identified six specific dimensions on which the 

quality of services could be measured (skills and professionalism, reliability and trustworthiness, and 

attitude behavior, flexibility and accessibility, recovery, and reputation and credibility) (Gronroos, 

1990). However, these dimensions have not been subject of any rigorous empirical testing (Woo & 

Ennew, 2005). 
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In (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1985) the authors developed the gap model that defined the 5 

gaps that reduced the service quality. Adding to this model, they defined 10 dimensions that were 

refined to 5 dimensions through the use of SERVQUAL (Parasuraman, Zeithmal, & Berry, 1988) 

introduced by them: tangibles, empathy, assurance, reliability and responsiveness. These dimensions 

intended to make the link between specific characteristics of service and customer expectations. This 

concern appeared because they defined service quality as the difference between customer 

expectations regarding a service to be received and perceptions of the service being received 

(Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1985). Other approaches have appeared over the years but all 

tended to this definition of service quality and for the five dimensions defined in (Parasuraman, 

Zeithaml, & Berry, 1985). 

There are some solutions used to specify service quality that are widely used. We now present two of 

them: Service Level Management and Web Services based Solutions. 

3.2.1 Service Level Management 

Service Level Management (SLM) is one of the key processes by which an organization manages 

their services, because acts as the interface between the customer and the provider. The goal for SLM 

is to maintain and improve on service quality through a constant cycle of agreeing, monitoring, 

reporting and improving the current levels of service. It is focused on the business and maintaining the 

alignment between the business and IT. SLM process involves negotiation, diplomacy and good faith 

on the part of the supplier and the consumer (Lewis & Ray, 1999). There are a number of key 

elements required to ensure that services are fit for purpose and fit for use, and remain so throughout 

their lifetime: service level requirements, targets and agreements (Office of Government Commerce, 

2007). 

Service Level Requirements (SLR) is a broad statement from a customer to a service provider 

describing their service expectations, i.e., is a customer requirement for an aspect of a service. SLRs 

reflect the business goals and are used to negotiate Service Level Targets (SLT). SLTs are based on 

SLRs and are needed to ensure that the service is fit for purpose. SLTs should be SMART: specific, 

measurable, attainable, realistic and timely. The specific term stresses the need for a specific goal 

over and against a more general one. The second term stresses the need for concrete criteria for 

measuring progress toward the attainment of the goal. The third term stresses the importance of goals 

that are realistic and attainable. The forth term stresses the importance of making goals. Finally, the 

fifth term stresses the importance of grounding goals within a time frame, giving them a target date 

(Doran, 1981).  

Ultimately, SLTs are documented in a Service Level Agreement (SLA) that specifies the 

responsibilities of the provider and customer. SLAs are the main concept of service management and 

represent the contractual basis for service relationships (Kieninger & Unterharnsheidt, 2010). Over the 

years it has been the chosen concept to specify services quality.  
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Service Level Management solutions have two important flaws. First, these solutions do not have a 

strong conceptual foundation due to its derivation from years of implementations. The second major 

flaw is related to the inconsistencies between the solutions, being the result of the first flaw. These 

solutions are process driven and not service driven. SLM solutions based on best practices 

frameworks like ITIL and CMMI are designed to work individually as processes and the relations 

between these processes are usually unclear. As these solutions are designed as processes, are not 

focused on the interaction and relationship with the customer but with the support function of the 

organization. This is the biggest drawback present in these solutions as to reduce the gaps introduced 

earlier, these must be customer-driven and not process-driven. 

3.2.2 Web Service Based Solutions 

There are some solutions to specify the quality of services based on the use of Web Services. One 

proposed solution is the development of Service Level Agreements using Web Service Description 

Language (WSDL) (Chinnici, Moreau, & Ryman, 2007) and Web Service Flow Language (WSFL) 

(Sahai, Durante, & Machiraju, 2002). This solution focused mainly on the flexibility of the SLA 

formalization to respond to the wide variety of existing metrics and interactions in web services. 

However, this work suffers from a web tunnel vision as it focused on web services and does not 

attempt to specify business services. For instance, the specification does not include penalties, 

quantities or prices. 

Recently the community of Web Services is trying to overcome the web service tunnel vision, so they 

have a better insight into business processes and service management. In (Keller & Ludwig, 2003) is 

proposed a new framework to specify and monitoring SLAs on the web called Web Services Level 

Agreement (WSLA) framework. This framework was designed to cope with four different types of 

parameters: business metrics, SLA parameters, composite metrics and resource metrics. WSLA 

ensure the continuing involvement of the customer in the definition of the parameters of the SLA, so 

that can be mapped with their business goals (Toma, 2006). 

It was later introduced the Web Services Agreement Specification (WS-Agreement) (Andrieux, et al., 

2007) that, using an extensible XML Language, specify the agreement’s nature and uses templates to 

find compatible agreements for each case. This specification consists of three parts which may be 

used in a composable manner: a schema for specifying an agreement, a schema for specifying an 

agreement template, and a set of port types and operations for managing agreement life-cycle, 

including creation, expiration, and monitoring of agreement states (Dan, Ludwig, & Rofrano, 2004). 

These solutions provide a new stage for the Web Services community but they have no strong 

conceptual foundation. 

Another solution to the existing level of E-commerce is the Unified Contract Management (Kabilan, 

Johannesson, & Rugaimukamu, 2010) which is a methodology ontology-based and intended to cover 

all phases of the lifecycle of a contract from the conceptualization, negotiation and storage. This 

methodology assumes that a contract is the key to a successful relationship between partners who do 
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not need to know (e-commerce) and creates a three layered approach to the creation of that contract. 

The first layer consists of key concepts for any contract; the second one comprises the concept and 

terminology pertaining to a specific type of contracting; and the third layer is a library of templates 

modeled on the basis of shared domain ontology. This solution lacks specification of the attributes 

belonging to each layer, as well as to explain how this could be implemented for service outside of the 

web world. 

3.3 Summary 

In this chapter we showed some notions of service emphasizing the notion of service proposed by 

(Albani, Terlouw, & Hardjosumarto, 2009) that serves as the basis for this work. Next, we studied the 

different approaches to service quality, showing several solutions currently used as the Service Level 

Management and the solutions based on Web Services that tend to lack a strong conceptual 

foundation. This lack leads to increase of gap 1 that concerns the misalignment between customer 

expectations and the perceptions of those expectations by the service provider. 
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Chapter 4 

Theoretical Foundation 

n this chapter we introduce the theory on which we base our solution (Enterprise Ontology) and we 

present a solution already based on this theory that also serves as the basis for our work (Generic 

Service Specification Framework). We decided to introduce this solution in this chapter here and not 

in the Related Work section because, GSSF is based on the theory which is briefly explained in this 

section but also because our solution aims to correct a flaw that GSSF presents.  

4.1 Enterprise Ontology 

Currently, the management of organizations has become increasingly complex than in the past. This 

complexity arises, among other things, from the lack of connection between the organizations and the 

IT (Dietz J. , 1999). This lack of connection with the use of inefficient methods in the implementation of 

organizational strategies contributes for the failure of more than three quarters of projects (Dietz & 

Hoogervorst, 2008). To solve this problem was created Enterprise Engineering (EE). 

Enterprise Engineering is a vision focused on concepts, methods, systems and technologies in order 

to model, develop and analyze various aspects of the organizations, increasing the understanding of 

relationships and dependencies between organizational strategies and business processes. The 

Enterprise Engineering says that a company is a designed, engineered and implemented system 

(Dietz & Hoogervorst, 2008). To ensure the consistency of that design is necessary to create 

conceptual models of the enterprise. 

These conceptual models of an enterprise are called ontology or ontological model (Dietz J. , 2006b). 

The concept that is most relevant to this research is system ontology that defines ontology as an 

understanding of the construction and operation of a system, independent of their implementation 

I 
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(Dietz J. , 2006a). These conceptual models proposed by (Dietz J. , 2006a) comply with the following 

characteristics: 

 Coherent – the distinguished aspect models constitute a logical and truly integral whole;  

 Comprehensive – all relevant issues are covered, the whole is complete;  

 Consistent – the aspect models are free from contradictions or irregularities;  

 Concise – no superfluous matters are contained in it, the whole is compact and succinct;  

 Essential – the conceptual model shows only the essence of the enterprise (its deep 

structure) and abstracts from all realization and implementation issues. 

This solution aims to eliminate lack of strong conceptual foundation of the other solutions mentioned in 

the Related Work section. In addition to this reason, Enterprise ontology is a theory widely accepted in 

the community with many papers using this theory as basis of their solutions. 

4.1.1 DEMO 

One of the approaches to Enterprise Ontology is called DEMO (Dietz J. , 2006a). DEMO is a 

methodology for modelling, (re)designing and (re)engineering organizations and networks of 

organizations (Dietz J. , 2003). DEMO aims to develop high-level and abstract models of the 

organizations, independently of their actual implementations, by focusing on the communication 

patterns between human actors. For that, DEMO assumes that communication between these actors 

is a necessary and sufficient basis for a theory of organizations.  

The theory that underlines this methodology is called PSI-theory (Dietz J. , 2006a). The PSI-theory 

offers a strong theoretical foundation for DEMO and provides an explanation of the construction and 

operation of organizations based on four axioms and one theorem. 

4.1.2 The Operation Axiom 

The Operation Axiom states that an organization consists of a human being (actor) fulfilling an actor 

role who achieve goals by performing acts. An Actor Role is defined as a particular amount of 

authority and responsibility. An Actor Role can perform two kinds of acts: Production acts and 

Coordination acts. By performing Production acts (P-acts) the subjects contribute to bringing about the 

goods and/or services that are delivered to the environment of the enterprise. By performing 

Coordination acts (C-acts) the subjects enter into and comply with commitments and agreements 

towards each other regarding the performance of P-acts. The result of successfully performing a P-act 

or a C-act is respectively a Production Fact (P-fact) or a Coordination Fact (C-fact). 

The coordination act consists of two concurrent acts: the intention act and the proposition act. In the 

intention act, the performer specifies what he wants while in the proposition act, the performer states 

the fact and the associated time of the intention (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5 - Standard Notation of a Coordination Act (Dietz J. , 2006a) 

4.1.3 The Transaction Axiom 

The Transaction Axiom states that Coordination acts are performed as steps in universal pattern, 

called Transaction, to successfully achieve the result of a Production Act (Figure 6). Each transaction 

always involves two Actor roles: the initiator, who takes the initiative to begin the transaction, and the 

executor, who is responsible for carrying out the Pact until the creation of the respective P-fact.  

 

Figure 6 - The basic pattern of a Transaction (Dietz J. , 2006a) 

A transaction develops in three distinct phases: the Order phase (O-phase), the Execution phase (E-

phase), and the Result phase (R-phase). In the O-phase the two actors agree on the expected result 

of the Transaction, i.e., the resulting P-fact that the executor will produce; in the E-phase, the P-fact is 

produced by the executor; and in the R-phase the two actors discuss if the result of the transaction is 

equal to the expected result established in the O-phase. 

4.1.4 The Composition Axiom 

The Composition Axiom defines the relationships between transactions. According to this axiom, any 

Transaction is either enclosed in other Transaction, initiated by an external party of the organization, 

i.e., is a customer Transaction of another Transaction, or a self-activated Transaction. In (Dietz J. , 

2006a) claims that this axiom constitutes the basis for the definition of a business process: a collection 

of causally related Transaction types, such that the starting step is either a request performed by an 

actor role in the environment (external activation) or a request by an internal actor role to itself (self-

activation). 
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4.1.5 The Distinction Axiom 

The Distinction Axiom establishes that there are three distinct human abilities playing a role in the 

operation of actors, called performa, informa and forma (Figure 7). An ontological act (performa) is an 

act in which new original things are created. Acts like deciding and judging are typical ontological 

production acts, while requesting and promising are typical ontological coordination acts. An 

infological act (informa) is an act in which the content of the information is the important part. Typical 

infological acts are inquiring, calculating and reasoning. Regarding the coordination acts, formulating 

thoughts and interpreting perceived sentences are the typical ones. Finally, a datalogical act (forma) is 

concerned about the form of the communication and information. Acts like copying, storing and 

transmitting data are typical datalogical acts, while speaking, listening, writing, and reading are typical 

datalogical coordination acts. 

 

Figure 7 - Summary of the Distinction Axiom (Dietz J. , 2006a) 

It should be noted that the transactions constituted by ontological acts are called ontological 

transactions (B-transactions) while transactions that consists by infological acts and datalogical acts 

are called infological transactions (I-transactions) e datalogical transactions (D-transactions), 

respectively. 

4.1.6 The Organizational Theorem 

Combining the four axioms mentioned, we obtain a notion of enterprise concise, comprehensive, 

coherent and consistent. This notion is explained in the Organizational Theorem, as is shown in 

Figure 8, states that the organization of an enterprise is a heterogeneous system that is constituted of 

the layered integration of three systems: the B-organization, the I-organization and the D-organization 

(Dietz J. , 2006a). 
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Figure 8 - Representation of the Organizational Theorem (Dietz J. , 2006a) 

Leading to a figure in a triangular shape, it shows the clearly relationships between the three layers. 

The D-organization supports the I-organization while the I-organization supports the B-organization. 

The only thing that differs one layer to another is the type of production acts: the B-organization has 

an ontological production, the I-organization has an infological production and the D-organization has 

a datalogical production. 

One of the conclusions that we can take from the figure is that in the B-organization lies all the 

knowledge of the essence of the enterprise (Dietz J. , 2006b). The second conclusion is the narrowing 

of the layers from the D-organization to the B-organization that shows the proportion of such aspects 

as the number of coordination acts, actor roles and production acts. 

4.1.7 Ontological Modeling with DEMO 

DEMO (Design & Engineering Methodology for Organizations) is a methodology for modeling, 

(re)designing and (re)engineering organizations and networks of organizations (Dietz J. , 2006a). This 

methodology consists of four aspects models, represented by particular diagrams, lists and tables, as 

can be seen in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 - The ontological aspects models and diagrams of DEMO (Dietz J. , 2006a) 

The Construction Model (CM) specifies the idenfied transaction types and the associated actor roles, 

as well as the information links between the actor roles and the information bank. The CM specifies 
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the composition, environment, and structure of an organization. The CM occupies the top of the 

triangle and constitutes the complete ontological knowledge of an organization. Within this model 

there is the Interaction Model (IAM) that shows the active influences between actor roles, i.e., the 

execution of transactions, and the Interstriction Model (ISM) that shows the passive influences 

between actor roles, i.e., the taking into account by an actor role of existing facts when being active. 

The Process Model (PM) constains, for every transaction type in the CM, the specific transaction 

pattern of the transaction type. The PM also contains the causal and conditional relationships between 

transactions. These relationships determine, in addition to the transaction patterns, the possible 

trajectories in the Coordination-world. 

The Action Model (AM) specifies the action rules that serve as guidelines for the actors in dealing 

with their agenda. For every agendum type it contains one or more action rules. At the ontological 

level of abstraction there is nothing below the AM. 

The State Model (SM) specifies the state space of the Production-world: the object classes and fact 

types, the result types, and the ontological coexistence rules. SM is the ideal starting point for 

developing and maintaining the data dictionary of an enterprise and facilities the identification of 

business components. 

Each model has resulted in a series of diagrams and list that give a certain amount of knowledge 

(Figure 10). The IAM results in an Actor Transaction Model (ATD) and a Transaction Result Table 

(TRT). In the Process Model, is produced the Process Structure Diagram (PSD). Next, the SM is 

produced, expressed in an Object Fact Diagram (OFD) and an Object Property List (OPL). Lastly, in 

the ISM results the creation of an Actor Bank Diagram (ABD) and a Bank Contents Table (BCT). 

 

Figure 10 - DEMO diagrams (left) and DEMO tables (right) (Dietz J. , 2006a) 

Although our research uses all these models, the most relevant model for our proposal is the 

interaction model because it contains the transactions/services of the organization. 
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4.2 Generic Service Specification Framework 

Based on the notion of the service proposed by (Albani, Terlouw, & Hardjosumarto, 2009) presented 

in section 3.1.1, it was established a framework called Generic Service Specification Framework 

(Terlouw & Albani, 2011) (Figure 11). This framework can be used by the services providers to specify 

both human and IT services. This specification enables service customers to discover a service that 

meets their needs and let them know how can handle with a certain service.  

 

Figure 11 - Generic Service Specification Framework (Terlouw & Albani, 2011) 

This framework, as evidenced in Figure 11, defines four main areas of concern for each service: the 

Service Executor that defines who is the provider of the service; the Service Production that focuses 

on the production act to be performed by the executor; the Service Coordination which gives the 

consumer all the information required for performing successful communication with the service 

provider; and the Contract Options that enumerate several contract options, like price and quality, that 

services consumers can choose. 

4.2.1 Service Executor 

The Service Executor area contains two aspects (Figure 12): the actor role and the contact 

information. The actor role defines the role of the actor that takes final responsibility for the service. In 

case of a human service this role is filled by the actor role of the human executing the production fact, 

while in case of an IT service is the actor role of the human in which lies the responsibility to perform 

the production act and that has delegated this responsibility to an IT System.  

 

Figure 12 - Link between Service Executor area & EO models, based on (Mendes & Mira da Silva, 2012) 
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This information related to the actor role can be extract from two types of diagrams provided by the 

Enterprise Ontology, namely the Actor Transaction Diagram or the Process Model. In this area is also 

defined the contact information of the executor that the initiator can use to contact the service executor 

and to get answers to his questions about the service.  

4.2.2 Service Production 

The Service Production focuses on the production act to be performed by the service executor 

should expose the service properties needed for a service to choose the right service. This area 

contains seven aspects (Figure 13): 

 Production act is obtained from the Actor Transaction Diagram or the Process Model of the 

Enterprise Ontology;  

 Production information used is described in the Information Use Table of the Enterprise 

Ontology and defines for every production act which information is required and therefore 

specifies the required input parameters;  

 Production fact is the result of the execution of a production act and can be obtained from 

the Transaction Result Table of the Enterprise Ontology;  

 Production kind defines the type of the service that is being specified (ontological, infological 

or datalogical) and can be extract from the Transaction Result table that defines the result 

type of each transaction and, consequently, defines the resulting production fact type for the 

service; 

 Production world semantics allows a common knowledge and understanding about the 

semantics of the service to be provided and is modeled in the State Model of the Enterprise 

Ontology; 

 Pre and postconditions state production facts should always hold prior to, respectively after 

the execution of the service. This information is gained from the Action Model of the Enterprise 

Ontology. 

 

Figure 13 - Link between Service Production area & EO models, based on (Mendes & Mira da Silva, 2012) 
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In Figure 13 is illustrated the DEMO diagrams and tables where the attributes presents in the Service 

Production area of GSSF can be drawn. This area needs the major diagrams presents in DEMO 

introduced in section 4.1.2. Information related to Production Act, Production Fact and Production Kind 

can be taken from the diagrams and tables of Construction Model; the Production World Semantics is 

shown in the State Model; and, finally, the preconditions and postconditions are induced from the 

Action Model. 

4.2.3 Service Coordination 

The Service Coordination area defines four aspects related to the communication between the 

consumer and the provider (Figure 14): the coordination acts that describes the required coordination 

acts for communicating with the executor and that can be extract from the Transaction Patterns of the 

Enterprise Ontology; the coordination kind that defines if the service is an IT Service or a Human 

Service; the protocol that enables a successful communication between the customer and the provider 

by defining the rules of syntax and semantics of communication; and the location of the service for 

knowing how to offer the service input parameters and receive the service output. 

 

Figure 14 - Link between Service Coordination area & EO models, based on (Mendes & Mira da Silva, 2012) 

In Figure 14 is shown that this area can take information concerning the coordination acts from the 

transaction patterns defined in DEMO. Through these standards we can see what coordination acts 

are necessary for proper communication between service provider and service customer. 

4.2.4 Contract Options 

Finally, the Service Contract Options specifies one or several contract options from which consumers 

can choose. The contract options aspect consists of a particular quality level and the price for using 

the service with this particular quality level. The service executor might define different quality levels in 

order to antecipate the various needs and financial positions of different consumers.  
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Figure 15 - Link between Contract Options area & EO models, based on (Mendes & Mira da Silva, 2012) 

However, as illustrated in Figure 15, the contract options aspect is not related with the Enterprise 

Ontology diagrams, since this aspect is implementation dependent. 

4.3 Summary 

In this chapter we made a brief and concise presentation of all the theoretical background of our 

proposal. We began by introducing the concept of Enterprise Ontology which, through its strong 

theoretical basis, removes the lack existing in the solutions presented in the previous chapter. Later 

we explained DEMO which is an approach proposed by (Dietz J. , 2006a) that is based on PSI-Theory 

which is composed of four axioms (operation, transaction, distinction and composition) and an 

organizational theorem. Still on DEMO we presented all the diagrams and tables that we used on this 

work. 

On the other hand, we introduced the Generic Service Specification Framework presented in (Terlouw 

& Albani, 2011) which aims to specify all the concepts related to a service and is a continuation of the 

work of (Albani, Terlouw, & Hardjosumarto, 2009) where we found the service definition that serves as 

the basis of this work. The big problem with this framework is the lack of attributes to specify the 

service quality, there is only one area to accomplish this specification but the attributes present there 

does not have any connection with the DEMO models. 
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Chapter 5 

Proposal 

his chapter corresponds to the design and development step of DSRM. In order to solve the 

problem that was described in Chapter 4, we propose the creation of DEMO-Based Service 

Level Agreements to specify customers’ expectations. As described in the Related Work 

chapter the existing solutions tend to lack a strong conceptual foundation (SLM and Web Services 

solutions) or not clearly specify how to measure the quality of service (GSSF).  

So to solve these problems, we propose a solution based on DEMO (Dietz J. , 2006a) which provides 

high quality models and theoretical strong foundation to ensure a formal correctness of these models. 

On top of that, DEMO focuses on what really matters, i.e., the business layers, not considering the 

implementation details which are secondary to the clients. Another concept to consider in our proposal 

is the notion of service defined by Albani et al. (Albani, Terlouw, & Hardjosumarto, 2009), described in 

Section 3.1.1, and that serves as starting point for our solution. 

5.1 Proposal Steps 

Our proposal for modelling customers’ expectations is composed by three steps (Mendes, Almeida, & 

Mira da Silva, 2012) and is illustrated in Figure 16 using the Flow Chart technique. 

 

Figure 16 - Proposal Steps (Mendes C. , Almeida, Salvador, & Mira da Silva, 2012) 

T 
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The first step is to identify the services of the provider, using for that purpose a process based on the 

Enterprise Ontology methodology (Dietz J. , 2006a). This process is composed by six sub-steps: 

1. Enterprise Description: Write a textual description that summarizes the actions performed by 

the service provider to fulfil the customer requests. This text description can be written using 

information contained in the providers’ documentation about the services, such as procedures, 

processes or even service catalogues. Additionally, more information can be gathered by 

interviewing part of the service provider’s employees and customers; 

2. Performa-Informa-Forma Analysis: Identify the three kinds of human abilities (Performa, 

Informa, Forma) performed by the service provider, according to the Distinction axiom, by 

using the text of the previous step; 

3. Coordination-Actors-Production Analysis: Split the identified Performa items into C-

acts/facts, P-acts/facts and Actor roles that perform these acts, corresponding to the 

Operation axiom; 

4. Transaction Pattern Synthesis: Identify each Transaction type and result, based on the 

acts/facts identified in the previous step, according to the Transaction axiom; 

5. Result Structure Analysis: Check if there are any dependencies between the transaction 

types identified in the Transaction Pattern Synthesis. Generally, these dependencies occur 

when the executor of a transaction is the initiator of another (inner) transaction; 

6. Actor Transaction Diagram/Service Identification: Identify the initiator and executor actor 

roles of each transaction type. When this mapping between transactions and actor roles is 

complete, we can identify the services provided by the organization. 

The results of the first step are the Transaction Result Table (TRT) and the Actor Transaction Diagram 

(ATD). The TRT identifies the transactions/services (see the used service definition in the Related 

Work section) and respective results, and the ATD illustrates the actor roles involved in the services 

fulfilment.  

The second step of the proposal is to apply part of the GSSF. Our proposal includes the first three 

areas of GSFF’s attributes: service executor, service production and service coordination. The service 

executor area defines who the provider of the service is; the service production area focuses on the 

production act to be performed by the executor; and the service coordination area gives the consumer 

all the information required for performing a successful communication with the provider. The fourth 

area, contract options, is replaced by our definition of SLA presented in section 5.4. For each identified 

service, one should specify the list of associated SLAs using our SLA definition (step three). 

5.2 Example 

In order to show our definition of SLA, let us start with an example of a transaction between two 

actors. In this example, that is illustrated in the left column in the Table 2, a customer (C) orders a 

pizza in a pizzeria. We will denote the proposition ‘Deliver a supreme pizza with ham, mushrooms and 
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olives in 10 minutes at 18€, otherwise the customer pays only half’ by P. In the right column, we show 

the analysis of this example in terms of the three kinds of communicative acts yields the following 

result (right column): 

Table 2 - Service example using the three kinds of communicative acts 

P: Hello! My name is Catarina. Welcome to 

‘Pizza World’. How can I help you sir? 
Expressivum, will be disregarded. 

C: I want to order a supreme pizza 
Performative act; 

Intention: request; Proposition: <unknown>. 

P: How many ingredients? Informative act, serving to clarify the proposition. 

C: 3. Informative act, serving to clarify the proposition. 

P: What are they? Informative act, serving to clarify the proposition. 

C: Ham, mushrooms and olives. Informative act, serving to clarify the proposition. 

P: Ok, that will cost you 18€. Informative act, serving to clarify the proposition. 

C: No problem. Your ads say that it takes longer 

than 10 minutes, pay only half right? 
Informative act, serving to clarify the proposition. 

P: Yes sir. Wait please. 
Performative act; 

Intention: promise; Proposition: P. 

< P makes the pizza and delivers to C > Material act related to the production act. 

P: Here is the pizza, sir. 
Performative act; 

Intention: statement; Proposition: P. 

C: Thank you. 
Performative act; 

Intention: acceptance; Proposition: P. 

Below we use this example to justify and propose our Service Level Agreement definition that will be 

described in the next section. 
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5.3 SLA Definition 

Based on the previous example, we can deduce that a Service Level Agreement has a premise to be 

an agreement between the two actors involved in the transaction, the initiator and the executor, such 

that service is well specified and well understood for the customer and the service provider. Therefore, 

we have reached the following definition of SLA: 

Definition 1. Service Level Agreement (SLA) is a contract between two actors, initiator and 

executor, in the Order-Phase of any ontological transaction. This contract consists of the 

proposition detailed by informative acts that want to unify the service expectations of the 

initiator with the perception of those expectations by the executor. 

In Figure 17 is pointed out that the SLA is defined during the O-phase of any ontological transaction 

(see section 4.1.3). The transaction will pass to the E-phase only when the service contract between 

the customer and the service provider is well defined. This contract consists of a proposition clarified 

by informative acts. A proposition is the result that this service will bring to the customer and the time 

associated with providing that value.  

We propose that an SLA is the same proposition detailed with various attributes that will make explicit 

the expectations that the customer has for the service. By specifying these expectations, the problem 

known as Gap 1 is reduced or even eliminated because the service provider will be acquainted with all 

the customer's expectations. 

 

Figure 17 - SLA phase definition (O-phase) 

This SLA definition has helped answer the question Q1.1: How can the PSI-Theory which underlies 

the notion of Enterprise Ontology be used to define the concept of Service Level Agreement 

(SLA)?, stated in Section 2.1. 
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5.4 SLA Structure and Attributes 

In this section we present our proposal for a SLA structure consisting of three areas of concern in 

each of these areas has its specific attributes. For each attribute we present the definition and, taking 

the previous example, we build our proposed SLA. 

This structure, as illustrated in Figure 18, consists of three areas: SLA Basic Information, SLA 

Responsibility Information and SLA Specific Information. Each section of the SLA includes a set of 

attributes about a specific area or issue, presented in the next subsections. In each subsection we 

present a table with our proposal applied to the example of the pizzeria (Table 2). 

 

Figure 18 - Structure and Attributes of the DEMO-based Service Level Agreement 

Through the formalization of these areas and their respective attributes, we will achieved an answer to 

the question Q1.2: Which are the attributes that compose the SLAs?. 

5.4.1 SLA Basic Information 

This area contains the generic information expected by anyone when listing all SLAs or searching for 

a particular SLA. In this area the following attributes are specified: 

 Name – This attribute defines the name of the Service Level Agreement that will be known to 

the world outside this contact;  
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 Description – This attribute contains a short description of the purpose of the SLA. This 

description, together with the SLA Name attribute, helps answer the question “What“; 

 Owner and Owner Contact Information – These two attributes specify the name of the actor 

who owns the SLA and possible ways of being contacted by the customer or by another entity 

related to the SLA: The first attribute can be taken from the ATD while the second one is 

supplied by the Owner. These two attributes answer to the question ’Who is responsible for 

fulfilling the SLA?‘;  

 Service – This attribute defines the service itself (on which this SLA is drawn) and makes the 

connection between our proposal and the Generic Service Specification Framework (Terlouw 

& Albani, 2011); 

 

 

Figure 19 - Link between SLA Basic Information attributes and EO models 

Table 3 shows that, a possible name to the SLA performed for the Service ‘Sell Pizza’ could be 

Supreme Pizza corresponding to the request and purchase of the pizza of this type in the store “Pizza 

World”. In addition, are specified possible contacts in order to allow the client to make any changes to 

the request, complains or suggestions. 

Table 3 - SLA Basic Information of the Service ‘Sell Pizza’ 

SLA Basic Information 

Name Supreme Pizza 

Description Order and purchase of a supreme pizza 

Owner Shop “Pizza World” 

Owner Contact Information 

Email: xxxx; 

Phone: xxxx; 

Service Service “Sell Pizza” 
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The Service attribute present in our solution identifies the service on which the Service Level 

Agreement is being done and what is defined in the Generic Service Specification Framework about 

this service. This attribute let us associate the SLAs with the specification of the service. 

5.4.2 SLA Responsibility Information 

This area contains the information related to the duties and obligation of actors (customer and 

provider) when implementing the Service Level Agreement. This area defines what is expected to be 

performed by each of the entities involved in this contract, in order to avoid misunderstandings or 

breaches of contract. In this area the following attributes are specified: 

 Customer Responsibilities – This attribute lists the actions that the customer has to perform in 

compliance with this SLA. This information can be found in the Process Model and the 

Information Used Table (IUT) of DEMO (Figure 20);  

 Provider Responsibilities – This attribute is similar to that mentioned above but with respect to 

the service provider.  

 

Figure 20 - Link between SLA Responsibility Information attributes and EO models 

As illustrated in Table 4, the customer and the service provider have some obligations in the 

realization of this Service Level Agreement.  

Table 4 - SLA Responsibility Information of the Service ‘Sell Pizza’ 

SLA Responsibility Information 

Customer Responsibilities 

Have enough money for the payment; 

Inform which ingredients he wants. 

Provider Responsibilities 

Keep confidential all the information given by the client; 

Notify the customer of any promotion in place; 

Inform the customer of the price of the pizza. 

For the customer is his duty to have money to pay for the Pizza and to inform the service provider 

which ingredients he wants. In the other hand, the service provider has the obligation to keep the 
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information of the customer confidential and to notify the customer about any promotion in place and 

the price of the sell. 

5.4.3 SLA Specific Information 

The last area in the SLA contains the unique information for each Service Level Agreement that 

defines the metrics and parameters that must be respected by the service provider to match the needs 

of the customer. This section answers questions such as “What are the targets?” and “What penalties 

can be applied if the targets are not met?”. The area is composed by a set of different combinations of 

targets and actions for each type of SLA. For each SLA type, the following attributes are specified: 

 Type – This attribute has the same role as the SLA Name in the SLA Basic Information area 

but in this case the purpose is to identify a specific combination of targets and actions for the 

SLA. For each type will be specified the service configuration, the targets and the 

consequences for fulfillment (or not) of the targets, and assigned a price; 

 Service Configuration – This attribute relates to the specific features of the service that this 

type of SLA includes. This information is specified by the Service Provider and it has no direct 

representation in the DEMO models and diagrams, as it is implementation dependent; 

 Targets – This attribute is composed by six other attributes that relate to six specific metric of 

SLA and a seventh attribute that allows some flexibility to add other targets. The six targets 

types that we propose are: performance, availability, reliability, security, usability and financial. 

These targets may be partially obtained from the State Model (Figure 21), because this model 

specifies the state space of the P-world. According to (LaBounty, 1995), a contract between a 

provider of service and a consumer of service must set targets to measure compliance; 

 Penalties and Bonuses – these two attributes specify the actions to be taken if the targets are 

not met (SLA Penalties) or possible bonuses if the targets are met (SLA Bonuses). This 

information is induced from the Action Model of the EO (Figure 21) because this model 

defines the operational business rules of an enterprise; 

 Price – This attribute assigns a price to the SLA and has no direct representation in the DEMO 

models and diagrams, as it is implementation dependent.  

 

Figure 21 - Link between SLA Specific Information attributes and EO models 
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Regarding the example in section 5.2, we would be able to specify a type of Service Level Agreement 

on the sale of the pizza (Table 5).  

Table 5 - SLA Specific Information of the Service ‘Sell Pizza’ 

SLA Specific Information 

Type Supreme Promotion 

Service Configuration Ingredients: Ham, Mushrooms and Olives 

Targets ----------------------------------------------------------- 

          Performance Target The State act must occur in a 10 minute 

period after the promise act 

Penalties Customer only has to pay half of the price 

Bonuses Not Defined 

Price 18 € 

In this example, we define a type of Service Level Agreement called “Supreme Promotion” which 

corresponds to a pizza with three ingredients (Ham, Mushrooms and Olives) defined in attribute 

Service Configuration. The objective to be achieved by the Service Provider is to respect the state act 

that must occur in a 10 minute period after the promise, otherwise the Customer will only pay half the 

price (penalty). This SLA has the price of 18€. 

5.4.4 Comparison with Related Work 

The following table (Table 6) is illustrated through the word ‘Yes’ any of the attributes in the four areas 

of concern that we define in our proposal are present in some solutions on the market. Note that the 

attributes names may not correspond with those of our proposal but they portray the information that is 

contained in the solutions.  

As you can see in Table 6, the SLA solutions proposed for used in Americans Universities and in the 

application used worldwide called Business in a Box (BiB) as well as the attributes present in the 

solutions of Service Level Management (Hochstein, Zarkekow, & Brenner, 2005) and WSLA (Keller & 

Ludwig, 2003) are made up with some existing information in all areas defined by us. On the other 

hand, SMI (Carnegie Mellon University, 2011) only defines the metrics for evaluating the services so 

only contains attributes present in the Specific SLA Information area. The other two solutions called 

Unified Contact Management (Kabilan, Johannesson, & Rugaimukamu, 2010) and SLA defined by 

IBM (Ludwig, 2003) contains some information present in three and two areas, respectively. 
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Table 6 - Link between the attributes of our proposal and some other solutions studied 

 University SLM SMI WSLA UCM IBM BiB 

SLA 

Basic 

Information 

Name YES YES - YES - - - 

Description YES YES - YES YES YES YES 

Owner YES YES - YES YES YES - 

Owner Contact Information - - - - - - - 

Service YES YES - YES YES YES YES 

SLA 

Responsibility 

Information 

Customer Responsibilities YES - - YES YES YES YES 

Provider Responsibilities YES - - YES YES YES YES 

SLA Specific 
Information 

Type - - - - - - - 

Service Configuration YES YES - YES YES - YES 

Targets YES YES YES - YES - YES 

Penalties YES YES - - YES - YES 

Bonuses - YES - - YES - YES 

Price - - - - - - - 

Analyzing the table, we see that none of the studied solutions contains the following attributes present 

in our proposal: Owner Contact Information, Type and Price. The specification of an attribute that 

contains possible contacts with the owner of the SLA was influenced by the GSSF defined in (Terlouw 

& Albani, 2011) because there is an attribute named Contact Information that has the same role for 

the services. Furthermore, we found it important to designate an attribute that identified each of the 

possible types of SLA while the presence of the SLA Price represents the price of choosing that 

specific SLA and is just a component of the total price of the service (Mendes & Mira da Silva, 2012). 

5.5 Summary 

This chapter aims to show our contribution to the scientific community, i.e., what we bring new to the 

world today. In this chapter that corresponds to the Design & Development phase of DSRM is set our 

artifact. First we show the steps of our proposal in section 5.1. This process comprises three steps 

beginning with the modeling of the organization using the DEMO models (step 1), then the 

specification of the services using the Generic Service Specification Framework (step 2) and finally 

application of our proposal of SLA to these services (step 3). 

Through a motivational example, we arrived at a definition of Service Level Agreement using concepts 

found in the EO that is the theory that underlines the DEMO methodology. Having established the SLA 

definition, then we specified our SLA structure based on three major areas of concern (generic, 

responsibility and specific) that are composed by a set of attributes.  
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With these attributes we intend to capture the customers’ expectations, easing the task of service 

providers on perceiving those expectations and thus contributing to solve one gap in services 

exchange. For better understanding, when the explanation of each area and each attribute, we show 

the application of those attributes in the example of section 5.2.  

We matched the attributes present in our solution with some of the solutions used today. This 

correspondence, in the section 5.4.4, helps to understand why we choose these attributes and what 

their origins are.  
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Chapter 6 

Demonstrations 

n order to demonstrate that DEMO can be used to specify SLAs in order to model customers’ 

expectations, we applied our proposal in three real world field studies. According to (Hevner, March, 

Park, & Ram, 2004), DSRM field studies can be used to assess the quality of the artifact under 

consideration and to improve it. The first experiment took place in a City Council (Section 6.1) and 

corresponds to the first iteration of the DSRM. The second and third field studies were performed at a 

Primary healthcare center (Section 6.2) and at a Cloud Services Provider (Section 6.3) with the 

improved proposal from the first iteration.  

6.1 City Council 

The demonstration occurred in a Portuguese city council named Pombal (CMP). Pombal is located 

in Leiria District and is composed of 17 parishes. It has a total area of 626.1 km² and a total population 

of 58,617 inhabitants. The population of the city of Pombal is about 18,000 inhabitants. CMP employs 

a total of 389 people with 203 men and 189 women and has five major departments divided into 

divisions, units and sections. In 2010 CMP spent a total of 20 553 200 € from which 7 542 250 € in 

human resources (Pombal City Council, 2011). 

We conducted the following three steps: 

1. Service Identification - identify the services of the provider, using for that purpose a process 

based on the methodology proposed in (Dietz J. , 2006a). This process is composed by six 

steps: Enterprise Description, Performa-Informa-Forma Analysis, Coordination-Actors-

Production Analysis, Transaction Pattern Synthesis, Result Structure Analysis and Actor 

Transaction Diagram/Service Identification (Section 6.1.1); 

I 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leiria_District
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parish
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pombal,_Portugal
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2. Service Specification - apply part of the Generic Service Specification Framework (Terlouw 

& Albani, 2011): service executor, service production and service coordination (Section 6.1.2); 

3. Service Level Agreement Definition - define for each identified service, the list of associated 

SLAs using our SLA definition (Section 6.1.3) and the SLA structure illustrated in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22 - First Version of our SLA Structure and Attributes 

In this first experiment we used an initial version of our solution which was constituted by four main 

areas: Generic SLA Information, Temporal SLA Information, Responsibility SLA Information, and 

Specific SLA Information. For the final version of our solution differ in the complexity of the names of 

attributes that, in this version, always began with the prefix ‘SLA’. On the other hand, there was an 

area called Temporal SLA Information that contained the information related to temporal issues of the 

Service Level Agreement. In this area the following attributes are specified: 

 SLA Creation Date – This attribute define the date when the SLA for a particular service 

instance was established; 

 SLA Validity Period – This attribute specifies the time interval when the SLA is valid; 

 SLA Version Control Information – This attribute define the dates when changes were made 

by the service customer; 

 SLA Review Period Information – Similar to the previous attribute with the difference to be 

recorded in this attribute the changes to the request of the customer by the service provider. 
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In order to identify the services we interviewed individually 17 employees from CMP. With the purpose 

of having an overall perspective of the entire CMP we have selected employees from all the 

departments. During the interviews participants were asked to describe the activities performed by 

CMP. The interviews were recorded and transcribed as well as checked and discussed by two 

interviewers each ensuring unbiased findings and avoiding misinterpretation as specified in (Kvale, 

2007). 

The interviews allowed us to develop an enterprise description of CMP that was used as input for the 

service identification step. The service identification step has six sub-steps are based on DEMO (Dietz 

J. , 2006a) and that are described in other publications (Mendes, Ferreira, & Mira da Silva, 2011) 

(Mendes, Ferreira, & Mira da Silva, 2012). 

6.1.1 Service Identification 

After completing the 17 individual interviews with employees from several departments and units of 

CMP and with the documentation provided by the employees, we specified all transactions of the City 

Council. Following the service definition based on DEMO (Albani, Terlouw, & Hardjosumarto, 2009) 

we identified 173 transaction of which 145 are ontological, 17 are infological and 11 are datalogical. 

These transactions correspond to all services provided by the five major departments that constitute 

the City Council. We have modeled some infological and datalogical transactions that were described 

as important by the CMP employees or that had some impact in the ontological transactions. Due to 

the high number of transactions and services identified, we have chosen to show in Table 7 the 

transactions of the IT Division with other actors in the City Council. 

Table 7 - Transaction Result Table of IT Division from CMP 

Transaction Types Result Types 

T26 – Network Configuration  R26 – Network NW configured 

T28 – Hardware Installation R28 – Hardware HW installed 

T29 – Hardware Uninstallation R29 – Hardware HW uninstalled 

T30 – Application Development R30 – Application App developed 

T31 – Incident Resolution R31 – Incident I solved 

T32 – Database Management R32 – Database DB managed in Period P 

T35 – Software Installation R35 – Software SW installed 

T36 – Software Uninstallation R36 – Software SW uninstalled 

T39 – Hardware Substitution R39 – Hardware HW replaced 
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T40 – Backup Realization R40 – Backup B performed in Period P 

T41 – Handbook Definition R41 – Handbook HB defined 

T42 – Training R42 – Course C realized in Period P 

T43 – Business Intelligence Study 

Realization 

R43 – Business Intelligence Study BIS performed 

 

The IT Division (ITD) operates and maintains the computer equipment, develops new tools, supports 

their applications, and conducts courses to enhance learning of the new features. We identified 13 

transactions for the IT Division and discovered the following dependencies: 

 There are dependencies between T28 – Hardware Installation, T29 – Hardware Uninstallation 

and T39 – Hardware Substitution: only if the transaction has been carried out on the 

installation of some devices (T28) is that the same devices can be removed (T29) or replaced 

(T39); 

 There are dependencies between T29 – Application Development, T41 – Handbook 

Definition and T42 – Training: when he development of an application ends (T29), it is 

necessary to train the users (T41) and write the user manual (T42).  

After studying this case and identifying several transactions, their dependencies, initiators and 

executors, it is possible to develop the Actor Transaction Diagram presented on Figure 23: 

 T26 – Network Configuration is initiated by an Employee and executed by the Network 

Manager; 

 T28 – Hardware Installation is initiated by an Employee and executed by the Hardware 

Manager; 

 T29 – Hardware Uninstallation is initiated by an Employee and executed by the  Hardware 

Manager; 

 T39 – Hardware Substitution is initiated by an Employee and executed by the Hardware 

Manager; 

 T30 – Application Development is initiated by an Employee and executed by the Developer; 

 T31 – Incident Resolution is initiated by an Employee and executed by the Technical 

Assistant; 

 T32 – Database Management is initiated by the Hardware Manager and executed by 

Database Manager; 

 T35 – Software Installation is initiated by an Employee and executed by the Software 

Manager; 

 T36 – Software Uninstallation is initiated by an Employee and executed by the Software 

Manager; 

 T40 – Backup Realization is initiated by the Hardware Manager and executed by Backup 

Manager; 
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 T41 – Handbook Definition is initiated by the Developer and executed by the Handbook 

Writer; 

 T42 – Training is initiated by the Developer and executed by the Trainer; 

 T43 – Business Intelligence Study Realization by the President of CMP and executed by the 

BI Manager. 

In the ATD, a transaction/service is represented using a diamond in a disk that contains the 

respective combination of C-acts and a P-act. Each transaction is connected to two boxes, 

representing the initiator and executor actor roles. The initiator is connected to the transaction 

symbol using a solid line, while the executor is connected to the transaction using a solid line 

ending in a black square.  

The grey boxes refer to composite actor roles, i.e. elements whose exact structure is not known. 

All the environmental elements, i.e. elements outside the organization that we are studying, are 

represented with grey boxes for that reason. This also means that we can represent the studied 

organization with a grey box when referring to the kernel of the organization, which can be further 

specified by using elementary actor roles represented by white boxes.  

 

Figure 23 - Actor Transaction Diagram of IT Division 

In this ATD (Figure 23) we can see that the box corresponding to the IT Division has eight transactions 

requested by actor role Employee (CA02), one transaction with the actor role Mr. President (CA01) 

and four between roles of their own division. Regarding the actor roles composition, ITD is constituted 

by eight single actor roles (Developer, Network Manager, BI Manager, DB Manager, Backup Manager, 
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Handbook Writer, Trainer and Technical Assistant), and two composite actor roles (Hardware 

Manager and Software Manager).  

6.1.2 Service Specification 

In order to proceed to the second step of the proposal (specify the executor, production and 

coordination of the services), first we had to model the Process Model, the Action Model, and the 

State Model of Pombal City Council, since some aspects of the Generic Service Specification 

Framework depend on these models.  

The Process Model is expressed in a Process Structure Diagram (PSD) and an Information Use Table 

(IUT). The PSD specifies for every included transaction type the process steps that should be taken. 

The PSD contains responsibility areas that are represented as a grey box and indicates which actor 

roles perform the C-acts. Those C-acts are constituted of a C-fact type (small disk) and a C-act type 

(small box). The PSD of a business process specify the steps in a business process that an enterprise 

wants to monitor or control. 

 

Figure 24 - Process Structure Diagram (PSD) of the process “Development” 

Figure 24 shows the standards steps in a transaction are connected to each other by causal links. The 

first step is the T30/rq which corresponds to a request for an application development from the 

Employee, followed by T30/pm where the service provider undertakes to realize the request. After that 

the request of T38 is performed (gray square) and the service provider states the result of this 
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execution in T30/st. Finally the service customer accepts the result of his request in T30/ac. In this 

diagram, there is a causal link from T30/st to T41/rq and T42/rq. This means that when you get to the 

statement step of transaction 30 the requests of the writing of the user manual (T41) and the 

scheduled of a course (T42) should be made. Lastly, the responsibility areas encompass all acts that 

the indicator actor role is allowed to perform. In this case, the actor roles are Employee (CA02), 

Developer (A02), Trainer (A07) and Handbook Writer (A08). 

The State model is expressed in an Object Fact Diagram (OFD) and an Object Property List (OPL). 

The OPL specify fact types that are proper functions and of which the range is a set of values. The 

OFD is fully based on the language WOSL (Dietz J. , 2005) and is constitute by categories, object 

classes, fact types and result types, as well as all pertaining existential laws. Only the information 

items that are relevant for the operation of the organization are included. The Figure 25 shows all 

categories of IT Division. There are two external object classes: Period and Person. We also 

represented the 13 result types linked with the correspond category.  

 

Figure 25 - Object Fact Diagram of IT Division 

For example, for the category Course which is related to the result of the transaction T12 (R12) is 

related to the category Application because a course is performed about an application and is related 

to the categories Period and Employee because a course is always realized by an employee in a 

given period of time. 
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We applied the Generic Service Specification Framework (GSSF) to specify the services of Figure 23 

(step 2 of the proposal). An example of this specification is illustrated in Table 8. This table describes 

the attributes of the service Application Development that implements the T30 transaction and is 

provided by the IT Division.  

Table 8 - Service “Application Development” Specification 

Service Specification – Application Development (T30) 

Service Executor 

Actor Role Developer (A02) 

Contact Information 

General Email: suporte@cm-pombal.pt 

Email: xxxxxx@xxx.com 

Phone: +35121xxxxxxx 

Service Production 

Production Act 

Application Development is the act of designing and developing 

new applications or features required by other units of the 

Municipal Council or by the IT Division. 

Production Information Used 
The object classes used in this service are: Application, 

Handbook, Employee, Course. 

Production Fact Application App has been developed. 

Production Kind Ontological. 

Production World Semantics Application, Handbook, Employee and Course (see Figure 25). 

Preconditions Hardware Installation (T28). 

Postconditions 
Handbook Definition (T41); 

Training (T42). 

Service Coordination 

Coordination Acts See Figure 24. 

Coordination Kind This service is a Human Service. 

Protocol 

1. Contact the IT Division; 

2. Specifies the Application requirements; 

3. Wait for the end of development; 

4. Test Application; 

5. Application available to the target audience. 

Location Email, Phone. 

The service specified above is called Application Development and is carried out by a Developer 

whose contact is available in the Service Executor section. In the Service Production area, it is 

mailto:suporte@cm-pombal.pt
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specified that a new application is produced, which makes this an ontological service and, based on 

the State Model (Figure 25), we found the information classes used in this service: Application, 

Handbook, Employee and Course. 

The ontological coexistence rules between these classes are the following: an Application may have a 

Handbook, several Courses and Employees using it. Additionally, a Course concerns an Application 

and it is taught in a certain period to a number of Employees.  

Before this service execution, a precondition must be guaranteed, since the application development 

must be preceded by the hardware installation (T28). Regarding the post conditions there are none 

associated with the Application Development service. Concerning the Coordination area, the 

coordination acts involved in this service are illustrated by the Process Structure Diagram (PSD) 

(Figure 24).  

In this diagram we see that the employee makes a request for a new application or feature and this 

request is handled by the developer that, when the development of the new application ends, starts 

two new transactions: write the user manual (Handbook Definition – T41) and schedule a training on 

this new application (Training – T42). In addition, in the Coordination area the procedure or protocol to 

successfully contact the service provider is specified as well as the location of the service that, in this 

case, is by email or phone. 

6.1.3 Service Level Agreement Definition 

In the third step of the proposal we specified the SLAs associated to the CMP services using our SLA 

proposal (Figure 18). Table 9 illustrates an example of this specification for the service Application 

Development.  

This SLA concerns the development of an application named WebDoc2.0 and the SLA Owner is the IT 

Division Chief. Multiple contacts of the IT Division Chief are specified in order to be contacted by the 

service customer at any time. This SLA was made on the first day of January of 2011, was valid until 

31 of November of 2011 and was changed in July 15. To fulfill this SLA, the service provider needs to 

complete all the points specified in the SLA Provider Responsibilities (completion of ERP integration, 

improvement of communication between citizens and putting into production all features developed). 

Table 9 - An example of SLA Specification for Service ‘Application Development’ 

Service Level Agreement Specification 

Generic SLA Information 

SLA Name WebDoc 2.0 Development 

SLA Description 
SLA concerning the development of a tool for document 

management. 
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SLA Owner 

Nome: Nuno Salvador 

Category: IT Division Chief 

Organic Unit: IT Division 

SLA Owner Contact Information 
Email: xxxxx@xxx.com  

Phone: +35121xxxxxxx 

SLA Service Application Development (T30) 

Temporal SLA Information 

SLA Creation Date January 1, 2011 

SLA Validity Period Until November 31, 2011 

SLA Version Control Information July 15, 2011 

SLA Review Period Information Not Defined 

Responsibility SLA Information 

SLA Customer Responsibilities Not Defined 

SLA Provider Responsibilities 

1 - Finish ERP Integration; 

2 - Improve communication between the citizens; 

3 - Place in operation all the features developed. 

Specific SLA Information 

SLA Type Overcome Goal 

SLA Performance Targets The state act must occur until November 15, 2011 

SLA Penalties Not Defined 

SLA Bonuses 
Evaluation Score: 5 

Career: Allows career evolution 

SLA Price 0 € 

SLA Type Fulfillment Goal 

SLA Performance Targets The state act must occur until November 31, 2011 

SLA Penalties Not Defined 

SLA Bonuses Evaluation Score: 3 

SLA Price 0 € 

SLA Type Non Fulfillment Goal 

SLA Performance Targets The state act occur after November 31, 2011 

SLA Penalties Evaluation Score: 1 
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Career: Can be fired with probable cause 

SLA Bonuses Not Defined 

SLA Price 0 € 

This SLA has three types that depend on the date of completion of the development. Penalties and 

bonuses are translated into career points that influence the career development. On the one hand, in 

case of SLA Type “Overcome goal”, the SLA Owner wins five career points and can evolve in his 

career. On the other hand, if the service provider does not meet the deadline the SLA Type “Non 

Fulfillment Goal” applies and the SLA Owner only wins one career point and can be fired with probable 

cause.  

Note that this SLA has no price defined because this is an internal service to the CMP and no 

chargeback is made among the CMP departments. 

6.2 Primary Healthcare Center 

The demonstration occurred in a Portuguese Primary healthcare center called ACES Oeiras that 

operates in a single county covering a population of 175,000 residents. ACES Oeiras employs 100 

specialist doctors, 96 nurses, 68 health technicians and approximately 50 administrative staff. The 

mission of this Primary healthcare center is to secure for all patients of that geographical area gradual 

improvement of quality in health promotion and disease prevention, provision of care in sickness and 

linkage to other services for continuity of care and ensure efficient accessibility. 

This demonstration was held in conjunction with other work in the same area that wants to identify 

possible process improvements in health system. With this partnership, our proposal became part of 

an improvement made and outlining the introduction of service levels in order to increase of service 

quality provided by the clinic. To this end, we introduce a step to our process of demonstrating that 

corresponds to the identification of this improvement. 

We conducted the following four steps: 

1. Service Identification - identify the services of the provider, using for that purpose a process 

based on the methodology proposed in (Dietz J. , 2006a). This process is composed by six 

steps: Enterprise Description, Performa-Informa-Forma Analysis, Coordination-Actors-

Production Analysis, Transaction Pattern Synthesis, Result Structure Analysis and Actor 

Transaction Diagram/Service Identification (section 6.2.1); 

2. Improvement Identification – identifies transactions from the ATD that can be removed, 

changed or automated (section 6.2.2). The result of this step is a number of possible 

improvements to this organization and this identification is based on the method proposed in 

(Dias, Lapão, & Mira da Silva, 2012); 
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3. Service Specification - apply part of the Generic Service Specification Framework (Terlouw 

& Albani, 2011): service executor, service production and service coordination (section 6.2.3); 

4. Service Level Agreement Definition - define for the identified service, the list of associated 

SLAs using our SLA definition and the SLA structure illustrated in Figure 22 (section 6.2.4). 

In order to identify all the services provided by the Primary healthcare center, we conducted an 

extensive interview with the three important employees in the organization: executive director, IT 

director and clinical director. Through this interview and with the help of a secretarial manual provided 

to us by the executive director, we have accomplished the first step of the proposal, getting the Actor 

Transaction Diagram that would later be used to identify improvements.  

6.2.1 Service Identification 

After conducting the interview of three hours with the Executive Director, the IT Director and the 

Clinical Director and with the aid of a secretarial manual documenting all procedures and processes of 

the organization, we have identified 12 main services provided by ACES Oeiras. In Table 10 we show 

the resulting Transaction Result Table with the transactions and results types. 

Table 10 - Transaction Result Table (TRT) of ACES Oeiras 

Transaction Types Result Types 

T01 – Registering Patient R01 – Patient P registered 

T02 – Paying Taxes R02 – Tax T paid 

T03 – Domicilary Consultation R03 – Domiciliary Consultation DC realized 

T04 – Scheduled Consultation R04 – Scheduled Consultation SC realized 

T05 – Acute/Emergency Consultation R05 – Acute/Emergency Consultation AEC realized 

T06 – Performing Examination R06 – Examination E performed 

T07 – Delivering Means R07 – Means M delivered 

T08 – Performing Intervention  R08 – Intervention I performed 

T09 – Delivering Means R09 – Means M delivered 

T10 – Filling Prescription R10 – Prescription Pr filled 

T11 – Consult Other Specialist R11 – Specialist S consulted 

T12 – Managing Department R12 – Department Dp managed 

We identified 12 transactions and discovered the following dependencies: 
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 There are dependencies between T1 – Registering Patient and T2 – Paying Taxes: a patient 

successfully completes is record (T1) if the patient pay the moderate taxes (T2); 

 There are dependencies between T1 – Registering Patient and T3 – Domiciliary Consultation, 

T4 – Scheduled Consultation and T5 – Acute/Emergency Consultation: one can be consulted 

by a doctor (T3, T4 and T5) if the patient has been registered in the ACES Oeiras (T1); 

 There are dependencies between T3 – Domiciliary Consultation, T4 – Scheduled Consultation 

and T5 – Acute/Emergency Consultation and T6 – Performing Examination: when performing 

a consultation whether domiciliary (T3), scheduled (T4) or emergency (T5), is always held an 

examination of the patient (T6); 

 There are dependencies between T6 – Performing Examination and T8 – Performing 

Intervention: one can start the patient intervention (T8) if the patient has been examined by an 

expert (T6); 

 There are dependencies between T6 – Performing Examination and T10 – Filling Prescription 

a prescription of medicines can only be written (T10) after a doctor analyze the patient (T6) to 

know what he needs. 

After studying this case and identifying several transactions, their dependencies, initiators and 

executors, it is possible to develop the Actor Transaction Diagram presented on Figure 26: 

 T1 – Registering Patient is initiated by a Patient (CA1) and is executed by the Secretary (A1); 

 T2 – Paying Taxes is initiated by a Secretary and is executed by the Patient; 

 T3 – Domiciliary Consultation is initiated by a Patient and is executed by the Patient Problem 

Handler (CA2); 

 T4 – Scheduled Consultation is initiated by a Patient and is executed by the Patient Problem 

Handler;  

 T5 – Acute/Emergency Consultation is initiated by a Patient and is executed by the Patient 

Problem Handler; 

 T6 – Performing Examination is initiated by a Patient Problem Handler and is executed by the 

Examiner (A2); 

 T7 – Delivering Means is initiated by Examiner and is executed by the Stock Supplier (CA3); 

 T8 – Performing Intervention is initiated by a Patient Problem Handler and is executed by the 

Intervention Performer (A3); 

 T9 – Delivering Means is initiated by the Intervention Performer and is executed by the Stock 

Supplier; 

 T10 – Filling Prescription is initiated by a Patient Problem Handler and is executed by the 

Prescription Writer (A4); 

 T11 – Consult Other Specialist is initiated by a Patient Problem Handler and is executed by 

the External Service or Specialist (CA4); 

 T12 – Managing Department is initiated by a Manager (A5) and is executed by the same 

Manager; 
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In this ATD (Figure 26) we can see that the grey box corresponding to the ACES Oeiras has five 

transactions requested by the actor role Patient (CA1), two transactions with the actor role Stock 

Supply (CA2) and one transaction with the actor role External Service or Specialist (CA4). In the 

organization there are five single actor roles (Registrar, Examiner, Intervention Performer, Prescription 

Writer and Manager) and one composite actor role (Patient Problem Handler). The actor role Registrar 

encompasses all functions related to the secretarial staff while the actors’ roles that deal with the 

patient needs (Examiner, Intervention Performer, Prescription Writer and Patient Problem Handler) are 

performed by people trained in health care as doctors and nurses. 

 

Figure 26 - Actor Transaction Diagram (ATD) of ACES Oeiras 

6.2.2 Improvement Identification 

This step of the demonstration relates to the work of a colleague who deals with business process 

improvements in healthcare (Dias, Lapão, & Mira da Silva, 2012). The proposal submitted is a method 

to identify innovations in health services based in the junction of two methodologies. This method 

consists of two phases (Figure 27): Modeling Phase and Innovation Phase. 

The Modeling Phase uses DEMO to study the organization and its processes. This study is initiated 

by the construction of the diagrams and tables from DEMO that comes from the enterprise description, 
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interviews and documentation. As can be seen, this phase is also carried out on our work and is a 

contact point between these works, which allow the same study of organization. 

 

Figure 27 - Method to identify innovations in healthcare service (Dias, Lapão, & Mira da Silva, 2012) 

The Innovation Phase is based on the Lean steps (Garcia-Porres, 2008) and allows the identification 

of transactions from ATD that can be removed, changed or automated. The first step of the Innovation 

Phase is that we will demonstrate in this section which corresponds to the identification of possible 

improvements in this Primary healthcare center. Note that the transactions are identified with the help 

of practitioners and literature. 

Through the diagrams obtained, we identified the that transaction T1 can be removed, so the patient 

can make their registration during the consultations (improvement 1) or at least it is possible to 

automate T1 through a computer terminal with a standardized electronic form (improvement 2). These 

two improvements arise from the fact that the secretary performs non-value added tasks, and 

consequently this actor could be allocated to other activities. Another improvement we proposed was 

the implementation of service levels in the interactions between the Patient and the Patient Handler 

(improvement 3) to ensure a higher quality in the provision of this service. 

For the demonstration of our proposal is not relevant go into more detail on this method of identifying 

improvements in organizations. For the next steps we took the identified improvement 3 to implement 

our solution. 

6.2.3 Service Specification 

In order to proceed to the third step of the proposal (specify the executor, production and coordination 

of the services), first we had to model the Process Model and the State Model of ACES Oeiras, since 

some aspects of the Generic Service Specification Framework depend on these models.  
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As one can see in the Figure 28, that represents the process of Scheduled Consultation, the 

standards steps in a transaction are connected to each other by causal links. The first step is the T1/rq 

which corresponds to a request for the service Registering Patient from the Patient, followed by T1/pm 

where the service provider undertakes to realize the request. After that the request of T1 is performed 

(gray square) and the service provider states the result of this execution in T1/st only if the T2 has 

been accepted. Finally the service customer accepts the result of his request in T1/ac.  

To request T4 is necessary for the actor role Patient to accept T1. After that, the Patient (CA1) initiates 

the transaction T4 and the Patient Problem Handler (CA2) compromise with the requests with T4/pm. 

This actor role (CA2) requests Performing Examination (T6), Performing Intervention (T8) or 

Prescription Filling (T10), depending on what is needed. Once accepted these transactions, the 

service provider (CA2) can terminate the execution of transaction T4 and wait for the acceptation of 

the Patient with T4/ac. 

 

Figure 28 - Process Structure Diagram (PSD) of process of Scheduled Consultation 
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In Figure 29, we can see the Object Fact diagram concerning the ACES Oeiras with eight categories 

internal to the organization and its relationships. A Patient has a Register and need to pay fees related 

to the consultations. In this register is set the patient consultations which are assigned to a Physician. 

On the other hand, a Consultation has an Examination of the patient and an Intervention if necessary. 

To simplify this diagram we do not show the connection between the categories and result types 

because they do not have relevance to the demonstration of this experiment. 

 

Figure 29 - Object Fact Diagram (OFD) of ACES Oeiras 

We applied the Generic Service Specification Framework (GSSF) to specify the service of Scheduled 

Consultation (Figure 23). In the Table 11 is described the attributes of the service Scheduled 

Consultation that implements the improvement identified in the previous section.  

Table 11 - Service “Scheduled Consultation” specification 

Service Specification – Scheduled Consultation (T4) 

Service Executor 

Actor Role Patient Problem Handler (CA2) 

Contact Information 
Customer Service Contact: +35121xxxxxxx 

Personal Contact: +35121xxxxxxx 

Service Production 

Production Act 
Scheduled Consultation is the act of holding a consultation 

with a patient previously scheduled.  

Production Information Used 
The object classes used in this service are: Patient, Register, 

Physician, and Consultation. 

Production Fact Patient P has been consulted 
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Production Kind Ontological 

Production World Semantics Patient, Physician, Register and Consultation (see Figure 29). 

Preconditions Registering Patient (T1) 

Postconditions Not Defined 

Service Coordination 

Coordination Acts See Figure 28 

Coordination Kind Human Service 

Protocol 

1. Wait in the waiting room ; 

2. Enter in the Office; 

3. Specifies all the complaints and requirements; 

4. Waits for the Physician orders. 

Location Personal 

The service specified above is called Scheduled Consultation and is carried out by an actor role 

Patient Problem Handler, whose contact is available in the Service Executor section. In the Service 

Production area, it is specified that a new scheduled consultation is performed, which makes this an 

ontological service and, based on the State Model (Figure 29), we found the information classes used 

in this service: Patient, Register, Physician and Consultation. 

The ontological coexistence rules between these classes are the following: a Patient may have a 

Register that is used in the Consultations. Additionally, a Consultation is performed by a Physician 

which evaluates the state of the Patient. Regarding the pre-conditions there are one associated with 

the Scheduled Consultation service that is Registering Patient. Concerning the Coordination area, the 

coordination acts involved in this service are illustrated by the Process Structure Diagram (PSD) 

(Figure 28).  

In this diagram we see that the Patient makes a request for a new scheduled consultation and this 

request is handled by the Patient Problem Handler that waits for the conclusion of the transactions T6, 

T8 or T10 to terminate the transaction referring to the Scheduled Consultation. In addition, in the 

Coordination area the procedure or protocol to successfully realize the consultation is specified as well 

as the location of the service that, in this case, is personal. 

6.2.4 Service Level Agreement Definition 

In the fourth step of the proposal we specified the SLAs associated to the ACES Oeiras services using 

our SLA proposal. Table 12 illustrates an example of this specification for the service Scheduled 

Consultation. 

This SLA concerns the performance of a scheduled consultation to a pregnant woman and the SLA 

Owner is the Physician. A phone contact of the Physician Office is specified in order to be contacted 
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by the service customer at any time. This SLA was made on the 14th day of January of 2011 at 15pm, 

was valid until the end of the day. To fulfill this SLA, the customer and the service provider needs to 

complete all the points specified in the SLA Customer Responsibilities and the SLA Provider 

Responsibilities, respectively. 

Table 12 - An example of SLA Specification for Service “Scheduled Consultation”. 

Service Level Agreement Specification 

Generic SLA Information 

SLA Name Pregnancy Scheduled Consultation 

SLA Description 
SLA concerning a consultation of pregnancy 

previously scheduled 

SLA Owner 
Nome: Dr. xxx 

Category: Physician 

SLA Owner Contact Information Phone: +35121xxxxxxx 

SLA Service Scheduled Consultation (T4) 

Temporal SLA Information 

SLA Creation Date July 14, 2011. 15pm 

SLA Validity Period Until the end of the day 

SLA Version Control Information Not Defined 

SLA Review Period Information Not Defined 

Responsibility SLA Information 

SLA Customer Responsibilities 
1 – Provide all your symptoms; 

2 – Listen to the physician recommendations;  

SLA Provider Responsibilities 

1 – Listen to all the patient problems; 

2 – Properly analyze the patient case 

3 – Indicate the next steps of treatment; 

Specific SLA Information 

SLA Type Satisfactory Service 

SLA Performance Targets 
The execution act must occur until 30 minutes 

after the request act 

SLA Penalties Not Defined 

SLA Bonuses Add 2 points on the physician scoreboard career. 
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SLA Price (price of the consultation) 

SLA Type Unsatisfactory Service 

SLA Performance Targets 
The execution act occur over 30 minutes after the 

request act 

SLA Penalties 

The customer only has to pay three quarters of the 

price of the consultation. 

Possible complaint by the customer. 

SLA Bonuses Not Defined 

SLA Price (price of the consultation) * 3/4 

This SLA has two different types that depend on the time for completion of the consultation counting 

the waiting time of the Patient. In case of SLA Type “Satisfactory Service”, the SLA Owner wins two 

points in a possible scorecard with influence in his career and the price associated with this SLA 

correspond to the price of the consultation. On the other hand, if the service provider does not meet 

the 30 minutes target the SLA Type “Unsatisfactory Service” applies and the customer only have to 

pay three quarters of the price of the consultation. 

6.3 Cloud Services Provider 

The demonstration occurred in one of the main Portuguese operators of telecommunications providing 

a combined offer of Voice, Data, Internet and Service components aimed at corporate market. For 

confidentially problems, we will call CSP to this organization. CSP employs around 250 people and in 

2010 had revenues more than 100,000,000€. Over two thirds of these revenues were derived from 

complex data and communications services. Recently, CSP aim to redesign their cloud services in 

order to be more customer oriented and aligned with costumers’ expectations. Therefore, this 

demonstration is focused on a specific area of the CSP services, the cloud services offering. 

We conducted the following three steps: 

1. Service Identification - identify the cloud services of the provider, using for that purpose a 

process based on the methodology proposed in (Dietz J. , 2006a). This process is composed 

by six steps: Enterprise Description, Performa-Informa-Forma Analysis, Coordination-Actors-

Production Analysis, Transaction Pattern Synthesis, Result Structure Analysis and Actor 

Transaction Diagram/Service Identification (Section  6.3.1); 

2. Service Specification - apply part of the Generic Service Specification Framework (Terlouw 

& Albani, 2011): service executor, service production and service coordination (Section 6.3.2); 

3. Service Level Agreement Definition - define for each identified cloud service, the list of 

associated SLAs using the final version of our SLA definition (Section 6.3.3). 
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In order to identify the services (step one of our proposal) we interviewed four CSP employees 

individually. The participants were asked to describe the activities performed by CSP. The interviews 

were recorded and transcribed as well as checked and discussed by two interviewers. The interviews 

allowed us to develop an enterprise description of CSP that was used as input for the service 

identification step. 

6.3.1 Service Identification 

After completing the four individual interviews, we specified all transactions of the Cloud Services 

Provider. An important result of this step is the list of transactions/services. This list that is presented 

in Table 13 identifies, for each transaction type, the production fact created (i.e. the result type).  

Table 13 - Transaction Result Table of Cloud Services Provider  

Transaction Types Result Types 

T01 – Data Centre Access Start 
R01 – Customer C access to Data Centre DC has been 

started 

T02 – Server Access Start R02 – Customer C access to Server S has been started 

T03 – Server Configuration R03 – Server S has been configured 

T04 – File System Configuration R04 – File System FS has been configured in Server S 

T05 – Process Configuration R05 – Processor P has been configured in Server S 

T06 – RAM Configuration R06 – RAM R has been configured in Server S 

T07 – Internet Configuration R07 – Internet I has been configured in Server S 

T08 – Operating System Configuration R08 – Operating System OS has been configured in Server S 

T09 – Server Access End R09 – Customer C access to Server S has been ended 

T10 – Payment Management R10 – Payments Management for period P has been done 

T11 – Server Access Payment R11 – Customer C access to Server S for Period P has been 

paid 

T12 – Failure Support R12 – Failure F has been solved 

T13 – Problem Diagnose R13 – Problem B has been diagnosed 

T14 – Problem Solve Internally R14 – Problem B has been solve internally 

T15 – Problem Solve Externally R15 – Problem B has been solved externally 
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After studying this case and identifying several transactions, their dependencies, initiators and 

executors, it is possible to develop the Actor Transaction Diagram presented on Figure 30: 

 T01 – Data Centre Access Start is initiated by a Customer (CA01) and executed by the Data 

Centre Access Starter (A01); 

 T02 – Server Access Start is initiated by a Customer (CA01) and executed by the Server 

Access Starter (A02); 

 T03 – Server Configuration can be initiated by the Server Access Starter (A02) or by the 

Server Access Ender (A09) and executed by the Server Configurator (A03); 

 T04 – File System Configuration is initiated by the Server Configurator (A03) and executed by 

the File System Configurator (A04); 

 T05 – Processor Configuration is initiated by the Server Configurator (A03) and executed by 

the Process Configurator (A05); 

 T06 – RAM Configuration is initiated by the Server Configurator (A03) and executed by the 

RAM Configurator (A06); 

 T07 – Internet Configuration is initiated by the Server Configurator (A03) and executed by the 

Internet Configurator (A07); 

 T08 – Operating System Configuration is initiated by the Server Configurator (A03) and 

executed by the OS Configurator (A08); 

 T09 – Server Access End is initiated by a Customer (CA01) and executed by the Server 

Access Ender (A09); 

 T10 – Payment Management is initiated and executed by the Payments Manager (A10); 

 T11 – Server Access Payment is initiated by the Payments Manager (A10) and executed by a 

Customer (CA01); 

 T12 – Failure Support is initiated by a Customer (CA01) and executed by Failure Solver (A12); 

 T13 – Problem Diagnose is initiated by the Failure Solver (A12) and executed by the Problem 

Diagnoser (A13); 

 T14 – Problem Solve Internally is initiated by the Problem Diagnoser (A13) and executed by 

the Problem Solver (A14); 

 T15 – Problem Solve Externally is initiated by the Problem Diagnoser (A13) and executed by 

the Problem Solver (CA02). 

We identified 15 ontological services (T01 to T15), two composite actor role (CA01 – Customer and 

CA02 – Problem Solver) and 14 elementary actor roles (A01 to A14).  

Transaction T01 gives access to a Virtual Data Centre, a new service provided by CSP. T01 is 

completely automated and CSP customers can customize their own Data Centre by requesting the 

following transactions. Transaction T02 gives access to a Virtual Private Server. In order to provide 

this service, CSP must execute transactions T03 to T08, i.e. a server must be configured (T03) and 

the chosen options installed: File System (T04), Processor (T05), RAM (T06), internet connection 

(T07), and Operating System (T08). Transaction T09 ends the access to a server. 
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Transactions T10 and T11 represent the payment process. Every month, T10 is self-activated by the 

Actor Role A10 that requests the customers to pay for the services they use from CSP (T11). 

Transaction T12 supports failures and it may involve three other transactions: T13, T14 and T15. T13 

is executed by CSP’s first level of support and their major goal is to diagnose the root cause of the 

failure and, if possible, to immediately solve the problem (T14). If it is not possible, they can request 

internal (T14) or external (T15) experts to solve the problem. 

 

Figure 30 - Actor Transaction Diagram of CSP 

6.3.2 Service Specification 

In order to proceed to the second step of our proposal, first we had to model the Process Model, the 

Action Model, and the State Model of CSP, since some aspects of the Generic Service Specification 

Framework depend on these models. 

In Figure 31, we can see the process that must be carried out to fulfill the service Server Access Start 

(T02). The process starts by the customer’s (CA01) request (T02/rq) of transaction T02 (Server 
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Access Start). A CSP employee (fulfilling actor role A02) promises to deliver this service (T02/pm) and 

requests (T03/rq) the execution of the service T03 (Service Configuration). Then the actor role A03 

promises (T03/pm) to configure the server, executes the configuration and informs (T03/st) the 

requester (A02).  

Afterwards, the actor role A02 accepts (T03/ac) the result of the service T03, creates the server 

access for the customer (T02 execution) and sends the access information to the customer (T02/st). 

Finally, the customer (CA01) accepts the T02 result. Note that, in order to execute the service T03, the 

actor role A03 must request the execution of T04, T05, T06, T07 and T08 (server options 

configuration). We do not show the entire pattern of these transactions in order to simplify this 

diagram. 

 

Figure 31 - Process Structure Diagram of CSP 

In Figure 32 is illustrated the Object Fact Diagram that shows the categories (external in grey), the 

relations between categories, and the transactions’ results (diamonds). The external categories (not 

created/modified in this context) are Customer, Operating System (OS), Internet, RAM, Processor and 

File System. The Customer category represents all the customers of CSP, the Operating System, the 

Internet, the RAM, the Processor and the File System categories represent the options the customers 

have to install in their virtual private servers. The internal categories are: Data Centre, Server, Failure 

and Problem. The Data Centre category represents the Virtual Data Centres that CSP’s customers 

can access. 

The coexistence rules of this category are: one customer can have several Data Centres; a Data 

Centre belongs to only one customer; a Data Centre can have several servers; and, a server can only 

exist in one Data Centre. The Server category identifies the virtual private servers. The server is 

connected to the other categories by the following coexistence rules: a customer may have several 

servers, but a server may only be associated with one customer and an operating system may be 
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installed in several servers, but a server can only have one operating system. The same applies for 

File System, Processor, RAM and Internet.  

A failure is associated with only one customer, but a customer can have several associated failures. A 

failure may be connected to many problems and a problem can cause several failures. A problem 

might also be associated with several servers and a server can have several problems.  

 

Figure 32 - Object Fact Diagram of CSP 

The transaction events are associated to the categories as follows: the result R01 is associated to the 

Data Centre category, the results of transactions T02, T09, and T11 (R02, R09 and R11) are linked to 

the connection between Customer and Server. The results R09 and R11 are dependent of the result 

R02 since a server access can only be ended (R09) if it has been started (R02) and a customer will 

only pay for a server (R11) that he has access to (R02).  

The result R03 (Server S has been configured) is related to the Server category; the result R08 

(Operating System OS has been configured in Server S) is associated with the connection between 

Server and Operating System; the result R07 (Internet I has been configured in Server S) is 

associated to the connection between Server and the Internet; the result R06 (RAM R has been 

configured in Server S) is linked to the connection between Server and RAM; the result R05 

(Processor P has been configured in Server S) is associated to the connection between Server and 

Processor; and, the result R04 (File System FS has been configured in Server S) is linked to the 

connection between Server and File System. The result R12 (Failure F has been solved) is associated 

to Failure category and the results R13, R14 and R15 to the Problem Category. 
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In the second step of the proposal we applied the Generic Service Specification Framework (GSSF) to 

specify the services of Figure 30. An example of this specification is illustrated in Table 14 that 

describes the attributes of the service Server Access Start that implements the T02 transaction.  

Table 14 - Service “Server Access Start” Specification 

Service Specification – Server Access Start (T02) 

Service Executor 

Actor Role Server Access Starter 

Contact Information 

General Email: ----- 

Email: ----- 

Phone: ------- 

Service Production 

Production Act 
Give customer C access to a Server with the chosen 

configurations 

Production Information Used 

The object classes used in this service are: Customer, 

Server, Operating System, Processor, RAM, Internet and 

File System 

Production Fact Customer C access to Server S has been started 

Production Kind Ontological 

Production World Semantics See Object Fact Diagram (Figure 32) 

Preconditions 
Server must be configured (T03, T04, T05, T06, T07 and 

T08) 

Postconditions Customer must pay (T11) 

Service Coordination 

Coordination Acts See Process Structure Diagram (Figure 31) 

Coordination Kind Human Service 

Protocol 

 

1. Contact the Service Executor; 

2. Negotiate the Service options. 

Location Service Executor Contacts 

This service is executed by the actor role Server Access Starter (A02) that is fulfilled by a CSP 

employee. An email and a phone number are provided to the customers.   

In the service production area, a description of the action performed by the service provider is given 

(production act attribute), the categories used in this act are listed (production information used) and 
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the resulting production fact is described (Customer C access to Server S has been started). As this 

production fact is an original one (this fact cannot be derived from previous facts), then the service can 

be defined as ontological (see Theoretical Background Section). The production world semantics 

attribute can be obtained from the Object Fact Diagram (OFD) illustrated in Figure 32. Before the 

service Server Access Start is executed, the provider must first configure the server, i.e. execute T03, 

T04, T05, T06, T07 and T08 (preconditions attribute). After the service execution, the customer must 

pay for it, i.e. execute T11 (postconditions attribute). 

6.3.3 Service Level Agreement Definition 

In the third step of the proposal we specified the SLAs associated to the CSP services using simple 

version of our SLA proposal. Table 15 illustrates an example of this specification for the service Server 

Access Start (T02).  

Table 15 - An example of SLA “Virtual Private Server Configuration” Specification 

Service Level Agreement Specification 

Generic SLA Information 

Name Virtual Private Server Configuration 

Description SLA concerning the configuration of a Virtual Private Server  

Owner Server Access Starter (A02) 

Owner Contact 
Information 

Email: ----- 
Phone: ----- 

Service Server Access Start (T02) 

Responsibility SLA Information 

Customer 
Responsibilities 

1 – Choose a server configuration; 
2 – Commit to pay for the server. 

Provider 
Responsibilities 

1 – Configure the server with the requested options; 
2 – Inform the customer about the price; 

3 – Measure SLAs targets fulfilment. 

Specific SLA Information (six options) 

Type Configuration 1 – Standard Configuration 1 - Enterprise 

Service 
Configuration 

Windows Standard, (n) core, (x) GB RAM, 
(z) GB storage 

Windows Enterprise, (n) core, (x) GB 
RAM, (z) GB storage 

  Targets    

         Availability  99,95% 99,95% 

 Penalties 2% of the price 2% of the price 
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As stated before, our SLA proposal is composed by three areas: Generic SLA Information, 

Responsibility Information and Specific SLA Information. In the first one, we defined the name of the 

SLA (Virtual Private Server Configuration), the SLA description (SLA concerning the configuration of a 

Virtual Private Server), the SLA owner (Server Access Starter - A01), the SLA owner contacts, and the 

service (Server Access Start - T01). In the Responsibility Information area we defined both the 

customers’ and the provider’s responsibilities.  

Finally, in the third area, we specified the quality options of the service that correspond to the six SLAs 

types: Configuration 1 – Standard, Configuration 1 – Enterprise, Configuration 2 – Standard, 

Configuration 2 – Enterprise, Configuration 3 – Standard, and Configuration 3 – Enterprise. When 

requesting access to a server (T02), the customers can only choose one of these SLAs types. These 

six SLAs types represent different combinations of Operating Systems, number of processor cores, 

RAM capacity, and storage capacity that CSP has available for the service Server Access Start (T02) 

(the last three attributes were specified using variables n, x and z due to confidentiality purposes). 

Every combination is described in the Service Configuration attribute and each one is associated to a 

different monthly price (from 62.50€ to 242.50€). All the SLA types have a common target regarding 

 Bonuses Not Defined Not Defined 

 Price 62,50 € monthly 112,50 € monthly 

   

Type Configuration 2 – Standard Configuration 2 - Enterprise 

Service 
Configuration 

Windows Standard, (n+1) core, (x+1) GB 
RAM, (z+100) GB storage 

Windows Enterprise, (n+1) core, (x+1) GB 
RAM, (z+100) GB storage 

  Targets    

           Availability 99,95% 99,95% 

 Penalties 2% of the price 2% of the price 

 Bonuses Not Defined Not Defined 

Price 102,50 € monthly 152,50 € monthly 

   

Type Configuration 3 – Standard Configuration 3 - Enterprise 

Service 
Configuration 

Windows Standard, (n+3) core, (x+3) GB 
RAM, (z+250) GB storage 

Windows Enterprise, (n+3) core, (x+3) GB 
RAM, (z+250) GB storage 

  Targets    

           Availability 99,95% 99,95% 

 Penalties 2% of the price 2% of the price 

 Bonuses Not Defined Not Defined 

Price 192,50 € monthly 242,50 € monthly 
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the service availability, since the server made accessible in T02 should be available 99.95% of the 

time. If not, the penalty applies and the customer receives a discount of 2% in the price (penalty 

attribute). In this service there are no bonuses. 

6.4 Summary 

In this chapter we detailed three field studies where we applied our proposal. The first experiment was 

conducted in the Pombal City Council, the second was made in a Primary Healthcare and, finally, the 

last one was in a Cloud Services Provider. 

In these field studies we performed an organizational modeling using DEMO models, then we 

identified and specified the services using de Generic Service Specification Framework. The last step 

was the definition of SLAs for those services using our proposal. 
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Chapter 7 

Evaluation 

he evaluation phase of our work was performed using several tools: Moody & Shanks Framework 

to evaluate the obtained models; the framework of the DSRM Strategies (section 1.2.2) to identify 

the type of assessment strategy that would be used for each field study, and the Memorandum of 

Information Systems for evaluate our artifact according to the four principles specified (abstraction, 

originality, justification and benefit). To evaluate our artifact we also collected feedback from experts 

via personal interviewers, email and LinkedIn. In the case of the City Council, we got feedback through 

a questionnaire made to employees and customers of those specified services. 

In line with the Demonstration chapter, the first evaluation regards the city council demonstration, the 

second evaluation concerns the ACES Oeiras demonstration, and finally the third evaluation concerns 

the Cloud Services Provider demonstration. On the other hand, an evaluation of the artifact empirically 

was performed in parallel with the first demonstration through several interviews with service 

management experts. 

In all models obtained in the previous chapter we use the Moody & Shanks Framework to assess the 

quality of DEMO models (Moody & Shanks, 2003).This framework aims to evaluate the data model 

quality. According to (Moody & Shanks, 2003) and illustrated in Figure 33, this framework is 

constituted by a set of eight quality factors: 

1. Correctness – refers to whether the model conforms to the rules and conventions, i.e., 

whether it is a valid data model;  

2. Completeness – refers to whether the data model contains all information required; 

3. Integrity – defined as whether the data model defines all business rules which apply to the 

data; 

4. Simplicity – means that the data model contains the minimum possible entities and 

relationships; 

T 
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5. Flexibility – refers to the ease with which the model can cope with business and/or regulatory 

change; 

6. Integration – refers to the consistency of the model with the rest of the organization; 

7. Understandability – refers to the ease with which the concepts and structures in the data 

model can be understood; 

8. Implementability – refers to the ease with which the data model can be implemented within 

the time, budget and technology constraints. 

 

Figure 33 - Eight Quality Factors for a Data Model (Moody & Shanks, 2003) 

According to (Osterle, et al., 2010), an artifact evaluation is done through survey, interviews, expert 

review and field experiments. This Memorandum specifies that one Scientific Research must comply 

with four basic principles: 

 Abstraction – the artifact must be applicable to a class of problems; 

 Originality – the artifact must substantially contribute to the advancement of the body of 

knowledge; 

 Justification – the artifact must be justified in a comprehensible manner and must allow for its 

validation; 

 Benefit – the artifact must yield benefit for the respective stakeholders groups. 

Now we show the evaluation of our proposal according to the Memorandum of IS and the feedback 

collected through personal interviews with experts and the contributions collected via email and 

LinkedIn (section 7.1) Then we show the evaluation for the City Council (section 7.2), the Primary 

healthcare center (section 7.3) and the Cloud Services Provider (section 7.4).  

7.1 Artifact 

Before applying our proposal to the three field studies, we conducted three types of evaluation. The 

first was applying the four principles specified in Memorandum of Information Systems (Osterle, et al., 

2010) to our artifact: 
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 Abstraction – the artifact can be applied to all types of services identified in an organization. 

These services can be identified through interviews, documents and from a given enterprise 

description. In fact, previously we evaluated part of this proposal in several organizations, from 

public city councils (Mendes C. , Almeida, Salvador, & Mira da Silva, 2012) to cloud service 

providers; 

 Originality – the proposed artifact has the novelty of being a Service Level Agreement based 

on a methodology with a strong conceptual foundation which eliminates all the inconsistencies 

that were occurring in other solutions. Also contains a larger number of attributes that allows a 

better specification of customer needs; 

 Justification – the artifact is supported by the related work presented and the theoretical 

background that our proposal is based. Our artifact was validated by the feedback and results 

collected in several field studies; 

 Benefit – the proposed artifact provides a way to reduce or eliminate the difference between 

the customers’ expectations for a service and the perception of these expectations by the 

service provider. Consequently, there is an increase in the service quality. 

We developed a small application in OutSystems that was intended to collect feedback from expects 

via email and LinkedIn. This application contains an image of our proposal followed by a brief 

explanation of each of the attributes and an example. We created a link in this application where the 

users would go to give feedback regarding our proposal. We collected 16 contributions from various 

specialists in the service area. 

We conducted seven interviews with experts in the service management area in order to collect their 

feedback about our proposal. These experts hold high positions in international organizations active in 

providing services and gathering requirements, and have over 10 years of experience in this industry.  

For the purpose of the interviews, a few days before we sent them a presentation of our proposal with 

an explanation of the different attributes and an example of our proposal applied in practice. The 

interviews were brief, 15 to 20 minutes, and each person was asked to comment the areas that 

constitute the SLA proposal and respective attributes. They were also asked to suggest new attributes 

to our proposal, explaining why, and if they agreed that our proposal could be used in a day-to-day 

business environment. 

One of the main conclusions drawn from these interviews and from the contributions via email and 

LinkedIn was the need to add to our proposal an attribute that allows some flexibility to the writing of 

targets that do not fit those six types. We chose to add a seventh attribute to the Targets named Other 

Targets to tackle this gap. Another conclusion that was crafted in writing this document was a poor 

explanation of each attribute, sometimes not realizing the difference between attributes which led us to 

analyze and develop a better description of all attributes of the proposal. Overall, our proposal was 

assessed by the seven experts and all showed interest in putting this idea into production. 
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7.2 City Council 

To evaluate this field study, we used the Moody & Shanks Framework (section 7.2.1) and collected 

feedback through questionnaires from the City Council employees and customers (section 7.2.2). 

Before that, we identified the evaluation strategy adopted in DSRM (section 7.2.3) 

7.2.1 Evaluation Strategy 

In order to explain the evaluation we use the framework proposed in (Pries-Heje, Baskerville, & 

Venable, 2004) e presented in section 5.3. This framework identifies what is actually evaluated, how it 

is evaluated and when the evaluation takes place. Table 16 illustrated the answers to the three main 

questions that this framework proposes to answer: 

 What is actually evaluated? The artifact evaluated is the proposed set of steps of Figure 16 - 

Proposal Steps (a design process) and the results of applying these steps to the CMP 

(services and SLAs; a design product); 

 How is it evaluated? We used CMP employees‘ feedback to evaluate the DEMO-based SLA 

structure and the CMP services and SLAs. This represents a naturalistic evaluation since it 

was conducted using a real artifact in a real organization facing real problems; 

 When was it evaluated? It was evaluated ex post, i.e., after the design artifact was 

developed. 

In Table 16, P summarizes the essential characteristics of the evaluation Process, while C indicates 

the evaluation Criteria. 

Table 16 - Evaluation Strategy 

 Ex Ante Ex Post 

Naturalistic 

 

--------------- 

P: CMP employees‘ feedback 

and customers‘ feedback 

C: SLA Attributes quality 

Artificial --------------- ------------------------------------- 

Table 16 shows that the evaluation strategy chosen for this field study concerns the collection of 

feedback from both employees and customers services.  

7.2.2 Moody & Shanks Framework 

We obtained the following results using the eight quality factors of the Moody & Shanks Framework 

illustrated in Figure 33: 
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1. Correctness – in the IT division we identified 13 transactions between 12 actor roles (e.g. 

Figure 23) which increases the probability of performing a mistake. However, due to the 

strong theoretical foundation of DEMO, we are confident that the models are correct with the 

organization; 

2. Completeness – Since we are dealing with a big experiment, we just did a initial study (ATD 

and TRT) for the entire organizations. The following steps were just focused on the IT division 

in order to simplify the diagrams and tables. However, we can consider that the Actor 

Transaction Diagram and the Transaction Result Table are a consistent representation of the 

initial description of the IT Division. Additionally, the services were validated by the CIO; 

3. Integrity – Through the information gathered in the interviews, we identify several 

dependencies between the transactions which were specified and illustrated in the Process 

Structure Diagrams (e.g. Figure 24). These PSDs express the business processes of the 

organization; 

4. Simplicity – DEMO just considers the relevant aspects of an organization, when its models 

are being developed; 

5. Flexibility – The large number of actor roles, transactions and dependencies among the 

various transactions decrease this quality aspect; 

6. Integration – Since it was initially created an ATD and a TRT for the entire organization, we 

think that these models are consistent with the reality of the organization; 

7. Understandability – The models are initally difficult to understand because the stakeholders 

need to know a little about DEMO to perceive all the information in these models; 

8. Implementability – DEMO focus on the implementation independent essence of an 

enterprise. Thus, this models does not provide enough information which can help us 

implementing it; 

The high complexity of this experiment affected most of the quality factors, including Flexibility and 

Simplicity because of the huge number of Transactions and Actor Roles. On the other hand, the 

Understandability aspect is affected due to the used of DEMO models and the Implementability aspect 

is not fulfilled because the DEMO models are independent of the implementation.  

7.2.3 Feedback 

To validate our proposal presented in Chapter 5, we collected feedback from 23 CMP employees and 

7 CMP customers, and we validated the service catalogue from the IT Division with the IT chief. The 

IT chief agreed with all 13 identified services. The 23 CMP employees and 7 CMP customers were 

arbitrarily chosen and were asked to classify the attributes of the SLA proposal from 1 to 10 according 

to the importance (being 1 irrelevant and 10 essential). Figure 34 illustrates the average and standard 

deviation per attribute. As can be seen there was little variation in the answers of the interviewees in 

most attributes. 
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Figure 34 - Rating of proposal attributes 

The first 14 attributes had high average scores (from 7.60 to 8.40) and the remaining two (Bonuses 

and Price) had lower classifications (5.90 and 6.85). These results indicate that the majority of the 

proposed attributes (14 in 16) were classified as important since they scored a minimum of 7.60 in 10 

possible points. The remaining two attributes (Bonuses and Price) scored 5.90 and 6.85 revealing that 

they were classified as less important when comparing to the first 14. These results can be explained 

by the fact that there are no chargeback among the departments of the 30 inquired persons. 

Therefore, they value more the attributes that describe the service quality than the ones that capture 

the price. 

7.3 Primary Healthcare Center 

To evaluate this experiment, we used the Moody & Shanks Framework (section 7.3.1) and collected 

feedback from ACES Oeiras practitioners (section 7.3.2). 

7.3.1 Moody & Shanks Framework 

We obtained the following results using the eight quality factors of the Moody & Shanks Framework 

illustrated in Figure 33: 

1. Correctness – This case study was small in comparison with the previous demonstration in 

this document, so we did not face many obstacles to correctly apply the proposal and to 

obtain models according to DEMO rules and its theoretical foundation; 
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2. Completeness – With the three hour interview conducted and the secretarial report that was 

delivered, we could find all important aspects of the organization as well as details of the 

interactions between internal and external entities of the organization. So, we can consider the 

diagrams and tables showed a consistent representation of the initial description; 

3. Integrity – Through the information gathered in the interview and specified in the secretarial 

report, we identify several dependencies between the transactions which were specified and 

illustrated in the Process Structure Diagrams (e.g. Figure 31); 

4. Simplicity – DEMO just considers the relevant aspects of an organization, when its models 

are being developed, which is shown in the ATD in Figure 26: it only has 12 Transactions and 

eight Actor Roles; 

5. Flexibility – We can claim that this model is stable agains Datalogical and Infological 

changes, and sufficiently flexible to deal with Ontological changes, for instance, adding new 

actor roles or new transactions; 

6. Integration – As we model the entire ACES oeiras organization, we believe that the 

information collected initially and that is shown in our models, covers the entire organization; 

7. Understandability – In the beginning the stakeholdes find the models difficult to interpret 

because they did not know the DEMO models and they needed and adaptation period; 

8. Implementability – Since the DEMO models are implementation independent they only 

describe the essence of an organization; 

We obtained positive results in most of the quality aspects, except for Understandability and 

Implementability. 

7.3.2 Feedback 

After the demonstration we collected feedback from practitioners interviewed previously. The collected 

feedback was: 

a) They validated the importance of the problem that this demonstration intended to address 

concerns the need for process optimization in context of hospitals and health centers; 

b) After a brief explanation, they understood and agreed with all the obtained models which can 

subsequently being identified possible improvements in the organization; 

c) They approved the improvements identified in section 6.2.2 as a possible answer to some 

problems in ACES Oeiras; 

Note that the points that we showed earlier that relate to feedback from practitioners refer to the 

method shown in Figure 27, being c) the most important and relevant to our work as it relates to 

approval by the practitioners of the service and service level (SLA) specified. 

Another feedback given by practitioners and similar to the previous experience regards to the 

attributes present in our solution. It was the opinion of the three that our solution contains the 

attributes necessary for a good specification of the services of that organization, which showed the 
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maturity of our solution. They were of the opinion that this SLA structure could be adopted in health to 

define the contracts between service providers and customers. 

7.4 Cloud Services Provider 

To evaluate this experiment, we used the Moody & Shanks Framework (section 7.4.1) and collected 

feedback from CSP practitioners (section 7.3.2). 

7.4.1 Moody & Shanks Framework 

The results were similar to the previous field studies (Mendes, Ferreira, & Mira da Silva, Comparing 

Service Using DEMO, 2011) (Mendes, Ferreira, & Mira da Silva, 2012) since the models present high 

quality regarding Flexibility, Simplicity, Completeness, Integrity, and Correctness, and minor quality 

concerning Implementability and Understandability.  

Regarding the Implementability limitation, this is implicit to DEMO models because the theory in which 

DEMO is based on was designed to be implementation independent. However, this limitation did not 

compromise the quality of this field study’s results. Due to the specific notation, DEMO models may 

also be hard to understand by those who are not familiar with the notation. Nevertheless, the fact that 

these models are composed by few element types diminishes the learning period. 

7.4.2 Feedback 

We collected feedback from four CSP employees. They were arbitrarily chosen and asked to freely 

comment on the proposal. The feedback was positive and they identified that the artefact provides a 

structured working approach for specifying customers’ expectations.  

Additionally, the interviewees recognized the value of our proposal in the specification of their 

services, since it allowed the service provider to specify some attributes of the service that has not 

been initially designed (for example, the SLA Bonus attribute).  

7.5 Summary 

In this chapter is shown the evaluation of our artifact and the evaluation of each experiment 

performed. With regard to our proposal, the evaluation was taking into account the four principles laid 

down in the Memorandum of Information Systems and also personal interviews with specialist in the 

field of service science were conducted. 

In the field studies, the DEMO models specified were evaluated using the Moody & Shanks 

Framework and the respective eight quality factors. In both we collected feedback from practitioners. 
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To complement that, in the experiment of City Council, a questionnaire was made to classify the 

attributes of our proposal and 30 responses have been collected. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion 

oday the role of services has increased exponentially around the world and is increasingly 

important to ensure the quality of these services. There are five gaps that contribute to the 

decline of service quality (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1985) and the gap 5, which is the 

difference between the Expected Service by the Customer and the Perceived Service by the Service 

Supplier, is the sum of the other four gaps. In this work, we proposed to solve the gap 1 that is the 

difference between the customers’ expectations for a service and the perception of these expectations 

by the service providers. The elimination of this gap contribute directly to decrease the gap 5. 

We analyzed two types of solutions to ensure service quality: Service Level Management (SLM) and 

Web Service based solutions. An example of SLM is ITIL that defines a Service Level Agreement as a 

set of targets defined by the client. First, these solutions do not have a strong conceptual foundation 

due to its derivation from years of implementations. The second major flaw is related to the 

inconsistencies between the solutions, being the result of the first flaw. The other solutions to specify 

the quality of services are based on the use of Web Services. This solution stresses mainly on the 

flexibility of the SLA formalization in order to respond to the wide variety of existing metrics and 

interactions in web services. However, this work suffers from the web tunnel vision as it is focused on 

web services and does not attempt to specify business services.  

This document proposes to use the DEMO methodology to specify SLA to model the customers’ 

expectations. Our proposal includes a definition of Service Level Agreement based on the concepts of 

the EO which is the theory that underlies DEMO. After this definition, we specify an SLA structure 

consisting of four areas of concern: generic, temporal, responsibility and specific. For each of these 

areas we define a set of attributes that help the service provider to understand the customer needs. 

In order to prove the applicability and usability of our proposal based on DEMO, we held three field 

studies, the first one in a city council, the second in a Primary healthcare center, and the last one in a 

T 
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Cloud Services Provider. Then, to evaluate the obtained results, we used the Moody & Shanks 

Framework, collected feedback through interviews and questionnaires regarding the services obtained 

and the specified SLAs, and we analyze the results. In parallel, we conducted seven interviews with 

experts in order to collect feedback regarding our proposal and developed a small OutSystems 

application with our proposal and sent via email and LinkedIn to numerous 25 experts in the service 

science area and we obtained 16 responses. 

This research work was developed using Design Science Research Methodology, which can be 

applied to the information Systems domain by developing IT artifacts to solve relevant organizational 

problems. In this case, the artifact is the Service Level Agreement presented in Chapter 5 which 

allows aligning the customers’ expectations of a service with the perception of these expectations by 

the service provider and the process shown in the Figure 16 . 

8.1 Lessons Learned 

Through the interviews conducted in each field study, we got all the important information of the 

organization and later were shown in our models. We had to ensure that people would not forget to 

include in their speech important details of the organization that could change the truth of the models. 

In the end, this lack of information may affect the development of DEMO models forcing small 

changes when received the feedback from the interviewers. 

The evaluation of DEMO models using the Moody & Shanks Framework (Moody & Shanks, 2003), 

illustrated in Figure 33, showed the high quality of the models produced. The DEMO models meet 

most quality factors defined in this framework. The DEMO models meet all stipulated rules and 

conventions (Correctness factor), contain the minimum possible entities and relationships (Simplicity 

factor) and are easy to change when there is a change in business or regulations (Flexibility factor). 

Regarding the fact that the models contain all necessary information (Completeness factor) and are 

consistent with the rest of the organization (Integration factor) always depend on the level of detail 

shown in the interviews and documentation. 

However, the evaluation of the models showed us that our models lack in two quality factor: 

Implementability and Understandability. The Implementability limitation is implicit on DEMO because 

the theory in which is based on was designed to be implementation independent. The fact of this 

factor was not respected by our models does not compromise the quality of the data nor the 

conclusions drawn from them. The Understandability limitation concerns the fact that the notation be 

unfamiliar to the entities that will analyze it, and had the need to be an explanation in order to 

elucidate them. Due to the simplicity of the models and the reduced number of elements, this 

explanation tended to be short and clear. 

Taking now the evaluation of our artifact based on the four principles laid down in Memorandum of 

Information System (Osterle, et al., 2010), we can conclude that our artifact respect each principle. 
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Our artifact want to solve the problem called gap 1 (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1985) which is 

the difference between the customers’ expectations of a service and the perception of these 

expectations by the service provider. Our solution can be applied to any service (Abstraction principle) 

and is new because the fact that is based on the DEMO methodology and there is no solution based 

on this theory to specify service quality (Originality principle). Throughout this document the artifact 

was justified and validated (Justification principle) and by applying it in three field studies, we showed 

the added value for the organizations (Benefit principle). 

This proposal was evaluated in three field studies conducted in three different organizations. The 

compatibility of these field studies with the thesis proposal does not indicate that the proposal is fully 

complete; it only indicates that the proposal is compatible with the realities of the given cases. 

However, the incremental results that are being obtained by each field study give a qualitative sense 

of confidence towards the usefulness of the solution. 

For instance regarding to the questionnaire carried out in the City Council on the degree of importance 

of each attribute in our solution, we had 15 attributes with a grade higher than 7,6. Only some 

discrepancy existed with regard to the SLA Bonuses and SLA Price attributes. Through the 

contribution collected in the personnal interviews with experts and specialists in this area, we had the 

addition of two attribute in order to make our solution more mature. In general, our solution was 

appreciated in the organizations where we conducted the experiments and by the experts interviewed. 

Finally, after demonstrating how our DEMO-based Service Level Agreement can be applied in real 

situations to solve real problems and according to the results obtained after applying our evaluation 

methodology, we can claim that DEMO can be used to specify Service Level Agreements in order to 

model the expectations of the customers. Through this definition of SLA, there is a greater alignment 

between customers‘ expectations and the perceptions of these expectations by the service provider. 

Consequently, such reduction of gap 1 contributes to a sharp reduction in the gap 5 which relates to 

the difference between the Perceived Service and the Expected Service and the which corresponds to 

the sum of the four gaps. 

8.2 Main Contributions 

The first major contribution of this thesis is the formalization of the definition of Service Level 

Agreement based on the EO concepts. By using these concepts, we now have a definition of SLA that 

contributes to answer the question Q1.1: How can the PSI-Theory which underlies the notion of 

Enterprise Ontology be used to define the concept of Service Level Agreement (SLA)?.  

The other major contribution of this work is the specification of an SLA structure based on three major 

areas of concern constituted by a set of attributes that helps to reduce the gap 1. This stipulation of 

SLAs contributed to answering the question Q1.2: Which are the attributes that compose the SLAs? 
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Through the two contributions specified above, we get an answer to the main question presented in 

the Problem Statement chapter, Q1: Can DEMO be used to specify SLAs in order to model customers’ 

expectations?. Finally we can answer that we can use DEMO-based Service Level Agreements in 

order to model customers’ expectations. 

During the execution of this thesis, one scientific paper was published in international conference, and 

two papers are waiting for approval. Starting with the accepted one we have: 

 Mendes C., Almeida, M., Mira da Silva, M., Using DEMO-based SLAs for Improving City Council 

Services, International Conference on Knowledge Engineering (KEOD), 2012; (won best paper 

award). 

Next, we present the papers waiting for the approval of the reviewers: 

 Mendes, C., Almeida, M., Mira da Silva, M., Applying DEMO-based SLAs to Cloud Service, 

European Journal of Information Systems (EJIS), 2012; 

 Almeida, M., Mendes, C., Mira da Silva, M., Extended DEMO-based SLAs to Specify Customers’ 

Expectations, International Conference on Exploring Services Science (IESS), 2013 

The first paper describes the field study at the Cloud Service provider and was submitted to the EJIS 

which is ranked as top-level journal. The second paper covers the complete thesis work and was 

submitted to the IESS. 

8.3 Future Work 

In this document we focus only on the reduction of the gap 1. This gap is the difference between 

customers’ expectation of a service and the perception of these expectations by the service provider. 

Taking the gaps model (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1985), we shown that the gap 5 which is the 

difference between the expected service by the customer and the service provided by the service 

provider, is made by other four gaps including the gap 1. Therefore, this work only solves one of four 

pieces that make up this large gap. 

For future work we propose some resolution of the other 3 gaps which will lead to a reduction of the 

gap 5. With this reduction, there is a higher services quality provided to customers which consequently 

increase the satisfaction of customers. 

We applied our proposal mainly to IT providers, obtaining rather positive results. After this, one could 

apply this proposal to other specific domains of services and study if the obtained results match the 

ones described in this document. 

A possible future work is study of the role of semiotics in the gaps. Semiotics is the study of signs and 

sign processes, indication, designation, likeness, analogy, metaphor, symbolism, signification, and 

communication. Semiotics is closely related to the field of linguistics, which, for its part, studies the 

structure and meaning of language more specifically. Semiotics could bring contributions in three 
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perspectives: semantically, syntactically and pragmatically. The first perspective concerns the relation 

between signs and the things to which they refer (meaning). The second perspective describes the 

relations among signs in formal structures, and the third perspective concerns the relation between 

signs and the effects they have on the people who use them. 
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